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Mechanical Strength Evaluations and Plans

J. Nickerson, and T. Jester
Siemens Solar Industries, Camarillo , USA

Acknowledgement: The efforts of many of the studies performed to collect the original data were
funded under the DOE PVMAT program.

Summary: The key studies performed on mechanical wafer strength at Siemens Solar Industries
are collected herein. The implications of these studies are collectively evaluated for the desired
process optimization as well as improvements in the analysis technique.

Motivation: A simple analysis of the contributing cost of Module Fabrication and the savings
allowed through reduced wafer thickness gives the following charts:

Figure 1. Figure 2.

The cost reduction chart, Figure 2, assumes that crystal cost and wafering costs (totaling 50% of
all costs) are inversely proportional to the number of wafers per mm of ingot with a constant kerf
loss of 180 microns. This should be viewed as an upper limit on savings – wafering cost does
somewhat increase with the number of wafers, and the assumption of zero yield impact is
unlikely to be true. The degree to which we can reduce the thickness without a yield impact is
the degree to which we can obtain the indicated savings. The rest of this paper summarizes our
analysis towards this goal. In the effort to achieve these savings, compensating techniques are
necessary to prevent a loss in cell efficiency, which occurs as the cells become thinner – these
techniques are not addressed in this paper.
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Summary of Analyses

The analyses can be summarized into two types – offline and online. The offline analyses are
those done by intentionally breaking the cells - mainly with an ASTM –type concentric ring
stress. Online analyses are those done by submitting various groups to the production line and
collecting data on those that break in processing.  Generally, offline testing has not been a good
predictor of wafer survivability online.  A collection of the benefits and problems with both
methods are described below.

Offline Tests

Fracture Force
Siemens Solar Industries has contracted the Fraunhofer Institute to conduct detailed analysis of
TriCrystalline Material and Cz <100> material in three conditions – as Sawn, after Damage Etch
(DE) and after Texture Etch (Tex). A summary of the results is shown below in Figure 3

Cz
                                                                Figure 3.

For this chart, a Weibull analysis was used.  In Weibull analysis, it is assumed that fracture at the
most critical flaw under a given stress distribution leads to total failure. Thus the Weibull method
is also called “Weakest Link Statistics” [1]. A concentric ring, ASTM methodology was used in
this test.
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The effect, as was seen in 1979 by Chen [1], of <100> material becoming strengthened by
damage etch, and then somewhat weakened (and more variable) after texture etch is confirmed
here for our process. Another comparison that can be made from this chart is TriCrystalline vs
<100> sawn wafers. In this comparison, the TriCrystalline material shows an unfavorable
distribution.

Figure 4 shows a direct comparison of fracture strength of Tricrystal vs. <100> as a function of
the etch condition, the tricrystal wafers measured much stronger than the Cz (100> wafers.

Figure 4.
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Fracture force vs size

The following charts demonstrate the challenge of breakage for solar cells relative to the
semiconductor industry. The data collected and shown in Figures 5 and 6 shows the continuation
of the decrease of the fracture force proportional to the square of the thickness for thicknesses
ranging from 800 um to 100 um. The bowing of the wafers prior to breakage becomes much
more substantial at thicknesses below 200 um.
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The following chart illustrates an attempt to test a hypothesis that the breakage in the etch
process is ingot related. To perform this test, a comparison of the breakage strength of wafers
adjacent to actual broken wafers (in the etch line) vs a control group (from a boat with no broken
wafers) was performed. The test concluded that there was no localized affect from the ingot
which predisposed a wafer to fail, as measured by the fracture test.

Figure 7.
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Online Tests

Online testing has been conducted several times at Siemens Solar Industries. In this test,
materials are “carefully” processed in an attempt to compare the survivability of different groups.
In this case, “careful” means particular attention to assure that nominal conditions are used to
process the material. Excessive care towards reducing breakage can lead to deviations from
normal conditions which skew the results. It should be noted that the handling gentleness is
another effort which pays dividends regardless of the mechanical strength built into the material.
This effort is not addressed here.

Figure 8 from an early wafer comparison test shows an encouraging result for thin Tricrystal
wafers.

                                                                   Figure 8.
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Figure 9 demonstrates our most recent methodology for testing and reporting mechanical
survivability. It also shows the effects of edge treatment.  This test compared control or standard
wafer lots to edge ground wafers, non edge ground wafers, wafers from vendor 1, and wafers
from vendor 2 for breakage.

Figure 9.
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The same data grouped by edge condition and showing only the totals and confidence intervals
yields the following chart:

                                                                      Figure 10.

In summary a list of the benefits and problems of online testing include:
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 Sufficient Lot sizes for statistical significance are difficult to manage
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Summary

While most of the data collection has been done with offline techniques, the lack of practical
correlation with yields has made these techniques poor tools for decision making. Online testing,
performed with careful experimental protocol to overcome the above obstacles, is emerging as
the most practical methodology to support decisions related to optimization of mechanical
strength and reductions of the associated cost per watt.

Plans

The most significant practical question for Siemens Solar Industries at present is the true
mechanical benefit of various crystal structures and edge conditions for producing thinner
wafers.  Preparations are being made to conduct a significant online test inclusive of 315, 250
and 150 micron wafers.

Additionally Siemens Solar Industries has contracted the Fraunhofer Institute to study improved
methods of offline testing. The aim of these studies is to gain better correlation with practical
results. The approach of the Fraunhofer Institute is to focus the forces only on the wafer edges.
The experimental method intends to apply a specific force to a specific area. If the wafer does
not break, the test head will move around the wafer to ensure the whole wafer will withstand the
set force. If the wafer survives, the force is increased.  In this manner, the weakest edge location
is identified and Weibull statistics can be used to draw conclusions that have practical
significance in line yield and productivity improvement efforts.

Reference:
[1] Chen, Fracture Strength of Silicon Solar Cells, US DOE, JPL
[2] Bawa, Petro, Grimes Semiconductor International 11/95
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Manufacturing Issues Related to Processing Thin Crystalline Silicon Solar Cells
Dr. Stephen P. Shea, Director of Crystalline Process Development, BP Solarex

Abstract:  The cost of silicon feedstock is an important and relatively volatile component
of the overall cost of PV products.  Processes that reduce either the silicon component in
the finished product or the silicon lost during manufacturing are attractive as a means of
both reducing the overall cost, and of desensitizing that cost to variation in the price of
feedstock.  In addition, the ability to process thinner wafers has advantages in the
engineering design of high efficiency devices.

The transition from ID to wire saws has produced great progress in silicon use, to the
point that wafers as thin as 240 microns are now used routinely in some PV production
lines.  Thinner wafers can be cut without great difficulty, but are not used in
manufacturing because of downstream handling problems and incompatibility with
typical cell manufacturing processes.

Further significant progress in reducing wafer thickness will require re-engineering solar
cell designs and downstream processing and handling.
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Review of Ohmic Contacts to Silicon Solar Cells

Daniel L. Meier

EBARA Solar, Inc.
1801 Route 51

Jefferson Hills, PA  15025

Introduction

In a properly designed p-n junction solar cell, the electrons move to the metal
electrode which contacts the n-type silicon, and the holes move to the metal electrode
which contacts the p-type silicon.  These contacts are vitally important to the performance
of the cell, since forcing current across a high resistance silicon/metal interface or through
a high resistance electrode material robs useful power from the cell.  The total specific
series resistance of a one-sun cell, including interfaces and electrode material, should be
less than 1 Ω-cm2.  Such a series resistance corresponds to a power loss of approximately
1 mW/cm2 from the cell, or 1% (absolute) in efficiency.

It is well known that a number of factors contribute to the total series resistance,
including dimensions and resistivity of the metal contacts, sheet resistance of the emitter
diffused layer, resistivity and thickness of the silicon substrate, and contact resistance
associated with the metal/silicon interface.  For commercial terrestrial solar cells with
screen-printed contacts, the dominant factor is usually interface resistance.  This is at least
partly because the contact area is kept as small as possible in order to minimize the power
loss from grid shadowing.  Such a trade-off results in the grid covering approximately 7%
of the illuminated area, which corresponds to a power loss of about 1 mW/cm2 from the
cell.  With series resistance losses and shadowing losses balanced in this way (1 mW/cm2

each), an optimum contact system is realized.

Interface Resistance

Since the resistance associated with the metal/silicon interface tends to dominate the
series resistance, it is important to look for ways to reduce it.  There are three distinct
approaches to reducing this interface resistance [1].  First, it is possible, in principle, to
design a low-resistance accumulation contact by a proper choice of metal work function.
According to this viewpoint, if the work function of the contact metal is less than the
work function of the silicon substrate, an accumulation contact to n-type silicon will be
obtained.  Conversely, if the work function of the contact metal is greater than the work
function of the silicon substrate, an accumulation contact to p-type silicon will be made.
For these choices, the Schottky barrier height is negative, and majority carriers can flow
freely between metal and silicon.  Unfortunately, in practice the barrier height is found to
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be nearly independent of the work function of the metal.  A high-resistance depletion
contact is then formed with a positive barrier height to both n-type and p-type silicon,
rather than the desired accumulation contact.  This behavior is generally attributed to
silicon surface states which pin the Fermi level at ≈ Ev + 1/3 * Egap.  A second approach
to achieving a low contact resistance is to damage the silicon surface.  Such damage
introduces a high density of defect levels in the silicon bandgap which supports the high
recombination rate associated with ohmic contacts.  However, such damage may also
degrade minority carrier lifetime in the vicinity of the contact, and this can reduce Voc as
well as Jsc.  In addition, damage contacts may be difficult to reproduce consistently.  Ion
beam damage has been used to create an ohmic contact to n-type silicon [2].  The third
approach for achieving a low contact resistance, which is nearly universally implemented,
is to dope the surface of the silicon heavily.  This causes the depletion type barrier to
become so narrow that carriers can tunnel through it in a process known as field emission.
Since this type of contact is ubiquitous for solar cells, it alone will be considered further.

In order for a contact to pass current by field emission, a fairly demanding
requirement is placed on the concentration of dopant atoms at the surface of the
semiconductor [3].  For n-type silicon, this dopant concentration must be
≥ 1 × 1019 atoms/cm3 (200 ppma).  The requirement is less severe for p-type silicon,
where the surface concentration must be ≥ 1 × 1017 atoms/cm3 (2 ppma).  In making
contact to an n+ layer, screen-printed silver is usually used.  With glass frit included in
such a paste to improve metal-to-silicon adherence and metal in the form of small discrete
particles, the actual contact area is smaller than the apparent contact area.  For such
contacts, it is generally necessary to dope the surface of n-type silicon to a sheet
resistance of 45 Ω/� or less in order to achieve an acceptable interface resistance.  Such
heavy doping results in a fill factor of approximately 0.75.  However, this doping reduces
the blue response of the cell because of the high recombination rates associated with the
heavily-doped layer.  In addition, surface passivation is rendered inoperative with such
heavy doping, as emitter recombination dominates surface recombination.  Such a cell is
sometimes said to have an “opaque” emitter, since carriers in the base are not able to
“see” the passivated surface through the heavily-doped emitter.  Thus, an acceptable
interface resistance is achieved, but only at the expense of reduced Jsc and Voc if the
emitter remains heavily-doped and uniform everywhere.

Selective Emitters

To maximize the energy conversion efficiency it is often desirable to have a
relatively low surface doping concentration everywhere on the illuminated surface of a
cell except directly beneath the metal electrode, especially for an n-type surface.  Such an
arrangement is sometimes referred to as a “selective emitter” in that the region beneath
the contact metal is selected to have a higher doping density than the region beside the
contact metal.  Several approaches for achieving such a selective emitter have been
reported.  In the emitter etch-back process [4], the emitter is initially heavily doped
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everywhere and gridlines are screen-printed and fired.  These gridlines then act as a mask
while the surrounding emitter is partially removed by reactive ion etching.  This etching
also imparts a texture to the surface.  In the selective diffusion process [5, 6], a
phosphorus dopant paste is applied by screen-printing in the same pattern as the contact
grid.  During the ensuing high-temperature step, the silicon beneath the phosphorus
source becomes heavily doped while the silicon between the phosphorus screen-printed
lines is only lightly doped.  This lightly-doped region, created indirectly via gas phase
transport of phosphorus, becomes the emitter of the cell.  After stripping the diffusion
glass, metal lines are screen-printed over the heavily-doped areas, which requires an
alignment.  Laser overdoping [7] is a variation of the selective diffusion process in which
the silicon surface is initially lightly doped everywhere.  A laser is then used to melt and
dope heavily that part of the silicon surface to be covered with the metal grid.  Alignment
of the metal grid to the laser-treated area is required.  Of these methods for obtaining a
selective emitter with screen-printed contacts, the highest efficiency (17.1%, 100 cm2 cell
area) has been reported for the selective diffusion process [6], as applied to a 22 Ω-cm CZ
substrate.

Alloyed Contacts

Screen-printed aluminum is widely used in commercial terrestrial cells to create an
effective back-surface-field by alloying with p-type silicon.  Screen-printed aluminum has
also been used as a front grid contact to a p-type emitter in an n-base cell [8].  The
aluminum-silicon eutectic metal is sufficiently conductive to serve as a grid material,
while the nature of aluminum alloying provides for a deep p+ region immediately below
the eutectic contact.  A selective emitter structure, which is self-aligned, naturally follows
from this alloyed aluminum front contact.  In addition, alloying ensures good adherence
between the eutectic metal and the silicon substrate.  To achieve a higher p-type doping
concentration, a commercial aluminum screen-printing paste was enhanced by adding 1%
boron [9].  With aluminum serving as a vehicle by which boron is incorporated into the
silicon during the alloying process, a peak concentration of 3 × 1019 cm3 was achieved.
This is a factor of 10 higher than that obtained by aluminum alone.  Also using aluminum
as a carrier for boron, the performance of an aluminum-alloyed back-surface field was
found to be improved with the addition of boron [10].  In this case sputtering was used to
deposit the aluminum-boron mixture.  Like aluminum, silver also forms a eutectic with
silicon albeit at a higher temperature (835°C) than aluminum (577°C).  Just as boron can
be introduced into silicon via the aluminum alloying process, other dopants can be
introduced into silicon by the silver alloying process.  For example, antimony was
introduced into silicon at a concentration of 2 × 1018 cm3 by alloying a sputtered layer that
was 1.1% (weight) antimony in silver at 900°C [11].  Such an alloyed silver contact is
adherent and solderable.
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Favorable By-Products of Contact Formation

One way by which the cost of silicon solar cells can be reduced is by realizing more
than one desirable cell feature in a single processing step.  Creating the contact offers
opportunities along these lines.  For example, under appropriate processing conditions an
aluminum back metal can serve as a contact, a source of dopant to create a p+ layer, a
back surface reflector, and a source of back surface texturing for diffuse scattering of light
[12].  Another example concerns the firing of silver paste through a SiNx AR coating to
contact the underlying silicon emitter at approximately 750°C.  This temperature is
sufficiently high to activate the hydrogen associated with the PECVD SiNx deposition in
order to passivate surface and bulk defects [13, 14].

Summary

An ideal contact material has a high electrical conductivity, makes a mechanically
strong bond to the silicon with low interface resistance, does not degrade the electrical
quality of the silicon by introducing sites where electrons and holes can be lost by
recombination, and is solderable.  This contact material should be inexpensive and should
lend itself to being applied by an economical process, such as screen printing.  A
cost-effective process should exist to form a selective emitter structure, preferably in such
a way as to realize other cell enhancements as by-products.  Commercial one-sun
terrestrial solar cells do not include selective emitters at this time.  Further developments
in emitter etch-back, selective diffusion, and alloyed contact processes are likely to lead
to a production-worthy selective emitter structure.
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Silicon Wafer Engineering & Defect Science—SiWEDS—
An NSF Industry/University Cooperative Research Center

George A. Rozgonyi
Materials Science and Engineering Department
North Carolina State University
Raleigh, NC 27601-7916

Abstract

     This talk will give an overview of the history, membership, present status,
future plans, and sampling of current project activity of SiWEDS, which is a
multi-university, multi-company “virtual” research center devoted to Silicon
Wafer Engineering & Defect Science. The Center mission is to create a
unique cooperative culture which will address critical silicon science and
technology issues; particularly those which will enable the international
silicon materials industry meet the future requirements for  advanced
integrated circuit manufacturing. The education of graduate and post-graduate
students in silicon materials engineering and defect science is a critical
component of the Center's activities. The academic community is represented
by the following participants: Arizona State University(Dieter Schroder),
University of Arizona(Skip Parks), UC- Berkeley(Eicke Weber), MIT(Kim
Kimerling), NC State University(George Rozgonyi-Center Director), U of
South Florida(Worth Henley), Stanford(Ron Chiarello); whereas the Industry
members are Komatsu Silicon, MEMC, Mitsubishi Silicon America, Nippon
Steel Corporation, SEH America, Sumitomo Sitix Silicon, and Wacker
Siltronic from the wafer vendor community, and recent additions Intel and
Texas Instruments(pending) from the IC manufacturors. Representatives of
the silicon equipment and metrology support industries have also been invited
to join. The organizational structure for the Center is supported by NSF.
     Looking back to its origins,  SiWEDS has its roots at  Sematech where a
committee was convened by Dr. Howard Huff in 1993 in order  to define that
portion of the 1994 Semiconductor Industry Association`s (SIA) National
Roadmap for Semiconductors related to Materials and Bulk Processes.
Following completion of the 1994 Roadmap, Sematech continued to hold
meetings with the major silicon wafer manufactures and materials experts
from the IC community, and to provide travel funds for the seven professors
on the committee. The SiWEDS center was unofficially formed in February
1996  when support for university based research programs was initiated by
the silicon wafer vendors. Professors Robert Helms of Stanford and George
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Rozgonyi of NCSU were the founding directors. A formal
Industry/University Cooperative Research Center funded, in part, with a five-
year administrative ssuuppppoorrtt  ggrraanntt  ffrroomm  tthhee NSF’s I/UCRC program was
started in December 1997
     Research activities aim to enhance our understanding of both fundamental
and technical issues related to the measurement and control of contamination
and defects. Projects addressing the underlying mechanisms and processing
applications for the gettering of impurities and preparation of atomically ideal
surfaces are in place. They include theory, experiment, and
modeling/simulation in  three highly  interactive task areas of Surfaces, Bulk
Crystals/ Wafers, and Metrology, which serve to nucleate and couple focused
university/industry working groups. The educational component of the
Center’s mission is enhanced through strong interactions between graduate
students, post-docs and engineers/scientists from the Center Industrial
Membership. Projects are established by the submission of specific white
paper proposals to the Industrial Advisory Board. A key aspect of the process
is the identification of research partnerships between the university and
industrial members; particularly as the industry is rapidly approaching  the
300mm wafer diameter and 100nm critical device dimension era.
    A number of SiWEDS activities have a strong overlap with problems faced
by the crystalline photovotaic workshop attendees. These include Diffusion,
Segregation, Precipitation and Gettering of Fe, Ni, and Cu; Development of a
Gettering Simulator, Novel Surface Passivation Treatments; Oxygen
Precipitation/Point Defect/Metal Interactions; Frequency Dependent Lifetime
and Diffusion Length Characterization; Imaging of Electrical Active Defect
Centers; as well as issues related to Packaging Reliability. A General
overview of these programs, emphasizing the value of strong
industry/university interactions, will be give at the workshop.
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Material Aspects of Crystalline Silicon Thin Film Solar Cells on Glass
Ralf B. Bergmann

Institute of Physical Electronics, University of Stuttgart,
Pfaffenwaldring 47, D-70569 Stuttgart, Germany

email: ralf.bergmann@ipe.uni-stuttgart.de,
Phone: +49 711 6857163, Fax: +49 711 6857143

Abstract: The properties of crystalline Si films on glass are of primary importance for thin film
solar cells. The paper outlines general features of Si films relevant to device applications obtained
from various crystallization processes. Electronic properties of polycrystalline Si films closely
depend on the grain size that determines an upper bound of device performance. Conditions are
derived that need to be fulfilled in order to realize efficient thin film solar cells based on poly-Si
on glass.

Introduction

The fabrication of solar cells based on thin, crystalline Si films on foreign substrates
appears to be an attractive route to realize cheap and efficient photovoltaic devices [1-4].
Combining crystalline Si with glass as a cheap substrate material that in addition allows one to
realize very efficient light trapping [5] has stimulated a lot of research activities during the last
couple of years. The limited thermal stability of glass and its amorphous nature led to the
development of a great variety of techniques to deposit and crystallize device-grade crystalline Si
films [6-9] or to transfer monocrystalline Si films onto glass or plastic substrates [10, 11]. From
today’s perspective, it appears that thin film crystalline Si has not yet fulfilled it’s high efficiency
promise that resulted from record efficiencies exceeding 24 % using high-quality bulk Si wafers
and complex processing [12]. I will therefore discuss the material aspects of crystalline Si thin
film solar cells that have to be understood in order to evaluate the limitations involved with the
use of poly-Si films deposited at low temperatures.

1. Classification of crystalline Si films

A basic classification of the properties of crystalline Si films may be obtained according to
the grain size of the films. In most cases, the grain size is intimately related to the processing
temperature used to create the films. In addition, the grain size also determines the choice of the
electrical design of the solar cell. Cells based on nanocrystalline Si (nc-Si) films or micro-
crystalline Si (µc-Si) films use an intrinsic or moderately doped absorber and therefore employ a
pin-junction with a built-in drift field. Large-grained polycrystalline Si (poly-Si) cells use
absorbers with a higher doping level and thus employ pn-junctions based on minority carrier
diffusion for charge carrier separation. Crystalline Si solar cells based on pn-junctions can, in
principle, deliver higher open circuit voltages as compared to pin-devices, as has been shown by
modeling of solar cell structures based on thin monocrystalline Si films using PC-1D [13].
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However, the doping level required for pn-junctions leads to high recombination of minority
carriers at grain boundaries and therefore deteriorates device performance in fine-grained poly-Si
films. Open-circuit voltage limitations predicted by device modeling based on the parameters of
crystalline Si are, however, not necessarily valid for thin film cells fabricated from nc-Si [14], as
this material consists of a mixture of nanocrystalline and amorphous phases [15].

Figure 1 gives a schematic representation of four basic material systems in order to
elucidate four different types of crystalline Si films on foreign substrates: a) nc-Si films are
deposited on (metal coated) glass substrates at temperatures well below 450°C [16], b) µc- or
fine-grained poly-Si is deposited or crystallized on soda-lime, borosilicate [17], or alumina
silicate glass [18, 19] or metal films [20] at medium temperatures in the range of 450 to 700°C, c)
large-grained poly-Si is formed and processed by (zone) melting processes on high temperature
resistant substrates such as graphite, ceramics [21] or high-temperature glass [22] at temperatures
well above 800°C. d) Finally, the formation of monocrystalline Si films requires a process that
transfers a monocrystalline Si film [10] grown on a monocrystalline Si substrate to a foreign
substrate, which can in principle be of arbitrary nature.

Figure 1: Classification of crystalline Si films on foreign substrates according to grain size. a)
nc-Si films with a grain size g ≈ 10 nm deposited at temperatures below 450° on soda lime glass.
b) µc- or poly-Si films with a grain size in the range of 0.1 to 100 µm formed by direct
deposition and/or solid phase crystallization at temperatures around 450 to 700°C or by laser (re-
) crystallization. Substrates such as metal foils or glass may be used, depending on the thermal
budget of the process. c) large-grained poly-Si films with mm or larger sized grains are obtained
from (zone) melting processes at high temperatures T > 800°C mainly on ceramic substrates and
graphite or on high-temperature glass. d) Monocrystalline Si films on foreign substrates are
formed on Si wafers and are subsequently transferred to a suitable substrate.

The following discussion in the rest of this paper is centered around the properties of poly-
Si as shown in Fig. 1b. Further literature on the properties of nc-Si, large-grained poly-Si and
monocrystalline Si films can be found in [1].

2. Properties of poly-Si films obtained from random nucleation and growth processes

The grain size distribution in poly-Si usually obeys a log-normal distribution [23],
regardless of growth temperature, crystallization technique or the grain size itself. A comparison
of grain size distributions [24] in fine-grained poly-Si having a grain size in the sub-µm range and
cast Si with a grain size of several mm shows that, although the grain size is three orders of
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magnitude higher in the latter case, the shape of the distribution is the same in both cases. The
formation of log-normal grain size distribution is a consequence of the interaction of i) random
nucleation, ii) simultaneous grain growth, and iii) a limited volume of crystallization. A detailed
treatment of the development of grain size distributions is found in Refs. [25-27] for the case of
solid phase crystallization and in Refs. [28, 29] for the case of grain coarsening. As a
consequence, Si obtained from almost any random nucleation and growth process is expected to
have a fairly wide range of grain sizes characterized by a log-normal distribution.

For solar cells, a wide grain size distribution is detrimental: While the photo-generated
current obtained from a solar cell is determined by averaging the diffusion length distribution, the
open circuit voltage strongly decreases as a consequence of even a small fraction of grains with a
small effective diffusion length [30]. Recent investigations have shown, that the minority carrier
diffusion length distribution in large-grained cast Si is bimodal and solar cell performance is
significantly decreased by the presence of areas with low diffusion length [31]. An additional
complication arises from the fact, that further electrical inhomogeneities are present in poly-Si
due to an inhomogeneous distribution of intra-grain defects, which are, in the case of cast Si,
identified as defect clusters [32]. Such inhomogeneities have been detected in fine-grained poly-
Si [33] as well as in large-grained poly-Si [32].

3. Dependence of open circuit voltage on grain size in poly-Si

As follows from the arguments given above and a more detailed treatment in [34], the grain
size sets a primary upper bound to the device performance of poly-Si films for a range of grain
sizes g around 1 µm < g < 1 mm. I will now assume the diode saturation current of a poly-Si thin
film solar cell to be dominated by recombination at grain boundaries, as the pn-junction potential
barrier is considerably reduced at grain boundaries. The open circuit voltage Voc in this case
depends on g following the relation q Voc(g) = q Voc

* - n kT ln(g*/g). Here, q is the elementary
charge, k is the Boltzmann-constant, T stands for the absolute temperature and n is the diode
ideality factor. The critical parameters Voc

* and g* set the scale for the grain size dependence of
Voc. Figure 2 shows a compilation of experimental data of Voc of poly-Si thin film cells compared
to the relation derived above, for more details see [34].

Figure 2: Open circuit voltage Voc as function
of grain size g: Experimental results of poly-Si
thin film solar cells (dots), sources of data are
given in Ref. [1]. Dashed line in the upper part
of the graph shows prediction of Voc as function
of g for a 100 µm thick Si solar cell [35], not
taking into account a reduced barrier height at
grain boundaries. Dashes and solid lines in the
lower part of the graph show Voc(g) assuming
ideality factors n between 1 and 2.
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4. Critical parameters for low-temperature epitaxial growth of Si

Three aspects have to be taken into account when depositing poly-Si films at low
temperatures: i) The deposition rate of most techniques used to fabricate crystalline Si films
strongly depends on substrate temperature. Figure 3 shows a compilation of data on epitaxial
deposition rates as function of substrate temperature, data presented here are updated from [36].
Ion-assisted deposition [37] presently achieves the highest epitaxial deposition rate at substrate
temperatures below 600°C. ii) At growth temperatures below 450°C, epitaxial growth of Si, e.g.
on seeded glass substrates, terminates at a critical epitaxial thickness that is temperature
dependent [38]. Epitaxial films with a thickness of several µm can only be obtained at
temperatures larger than about 500°C. iii) The diffusion length determined in Si films deposited
at low temperatures strongly depends on the deposition temperature [37, 39]. As a consequence
of these considerations, deposition of crystalline Si must take place at the maximum temperature
tolerable to the glass substrate.

Figure 3: Comparison of epitaxial
deposition rates rdep of various
deposition techniques suitable for
low-temperature Si epitaxy: Ion-
assisted deposition (IAD) reaches rdep

= 0.5 µm/min at a deposition
temperature Tdep = 600°C. CVD-
techniques: HW: hot wire, ECR:
electron cyclotron resonance, PE:
plasma enhanced, VHF: very high
frequency.

5. Conclusions

Looking at material aspects for the formation of poly-Si films on glass, the following
conditions appear to be of significance in order to realize efficient poly-Si thin film solar cells on
glass: i) Grain size should be larger than 100 µm. Presently, laser crystallization appears to be the
only candidate capable to achieve this goal in combination with the thermal boundary conditions
imposed by commercially available glass substrates. ii) Deposition temperature for the formation
of crystalline Si films has to be as high as the glass substrate allows for in order to achieve a
maximum minority carrier diffusion length. iii) In view of the low deposition rates obtained at
low temperatures, it is essential to develop high rate deposition techniques. Ion-assisted
deposition appears to be particular suitable in order to realize a high-rate, low-temperature
epitaxial deposition process.
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Until now, poly-Si on glass has not yet fulfilled it’s promise for high efficiencies. However,
the boundary conditions for a successful outcome appear to be become increasingly clear and
research may be focused in view of the above findings.
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and thanks N. Jensen, U. Rau, M. B. Schubert, and J. H. Werner for valuable discussions. This
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THE AFFECTS OF HOTZONE MODIFICATIONS ON CZOCHRALSKI
GROWN SOLAR CELLS

G. Mihalik, A. Matthaus, and T. Jester
Siemens Solar Industries

Abstract

Energy and Argon are two costly components used in the Czochralski (CZ) growth of
Silicon ingot for solar cell manufacturing. Siemens Solar Industries (SSI), in cooperation
with the Northwest Energy Efficiency Alliance (NEEA), is developing an energy
efficient hotzone (EEH) which significantly reduces consumption of these costly
resources.  The EEH modifications resulted in substantial reductions in energy and
Argon, as well as improvements in productivity, yield, and ingot characteristics.  Solar
cells manufactured from these systems show marked improvements in short circuit
current (Isc), open circuit voltage (Voc), fill factors (FF), and current at rated voltage
(Ivr).

Introduction

Past efforts to design hotzone improvements have focused primarily on ingot quality,
while providing little information on the actual energy values achieved with the new
designs. iiiiiiivv  The SSI/NEEA project is unique in that the primary objective of the
project is to reduce energy, Argon, and associated waste products.  The hotzone
components consist of various insulation designs, supports components, and heating
elements.  Recent advances in these components suggest that less power could be used to
produce higher quality ingots.  SSI capitalized on these improvements and designed an
energy efficient hotzone (EEH) using a combination of new components and improved
designs.

Ingots grown from standard and EEH assemblies were collected to characterize ingot
quality and performance.  The ingot characterization consisted of glow discharge mass
spectrometry (GDMS) and Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy (FTIR) analysis of
carbon and oxygen content.  In each analysis independent companies were used.  In
addition, samples grown from each assembly were processed into solar cells using the
SSI manufacturing facility.

Results and Discussion

1. Ingot Characterization

In order to quantify the affects of the EEH design on the ingot, a group of ingots grown
from both standard and EEH assemblies were studied. Samples from these ingots were
sent to independent laboratories for GDMS and FTIR analysis. Samples from the top or
seed end and the bottom or tang end of the ingots were used.  A total of 20 samples were
analyzed with GDMS and 40 samples were analyzed by FTIR analysis.

1A.  GDMS Analysis
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Slug # Assembly Section Oi (ppma) Cs (ppma) Slug # Assembly Section Oi (ppma) Cs (ppma)

610317 EEH Top 17.448 0.086 650313 Standard Top 20.398 0

610317 EEH Top 17.489 0.06 650313 Standard Top 20.557 0

610317 EEH Bottom 13.03 0.157 650313 Standard Bottom 17.871 0.262

610317 EEH Bottom 12.89 0.259 650313 Standard Bottom 17.553 0.167

610318 EEH Top 16.872 0.039 650317 Standard Top 20.559 0.056

610318 EEH Top 17.119 0.038 650317 Standard Top 20.622 0.063

610318 EEH Bottom 13.561 0.211 650317 Standard Bottom 18.081 0.259

610318 EEH Bottom 13.479 0.199 650317 Standard Bottom 17.943 0.318

610319 EEH Top 17.59 0.07 660316 Standard Top 19.915 0.047

610319 EEH Top 17.445 0.048 660316 Standard Top 20.009 0

610319 EEH Bottom 13.216 0.31 660316 Standard Bottom 17.724 0.449

610319 EEH Bottom 13.193 0.338 660316 Standard Bottom 17.857 0.452

630319 EEH Top 18.391 0.063 660317 Standard Top 19.945 0

630319 EEH Top 18.36 0.07 660317 Standard Top 19.893 0.006

630319 EEH Bottom 13.158 0.584 660317 Standard Bottom 18.215 0.412

630319 EEH Bottom 13.19 0.609 660317 Standard Bottom 18.207 0.415

630320 EEH Top 17.915 0.151 670312 Standard Top 20.138 0.245

630320 EEH Top 18.326 0.202 670312 Standard Top 20.304 0.225

630320 EEH Bottom 13.472 1.801 660312 Standard Bottom 17.432 1.942

630320 EEH Bottom 13.616 1.782 660312 Standard Bottom 17.244 1.879

Figure 1. FTIR comparison of the EEH and standard hotzone.

The GDMS is capable of detecting trace levels,  ( > 5 ppb ) and in some cases ( > 2 ppb),
of metallic contaminants.  Samples were cut, rinsed, and labeled before shipping.  The
laboratory etched the wafers and conducted the tests.  Molybdenum components are used
in the EEH and are in close proximity to the silicon melt, raising concerns regarding
contamination.  Contamination of transition metals can result in deep-level defects or
traps in solar cells.  For this reason, potentially harmful metals were selected for the
GDMS analysis.  Samples grown in both standard and EEH systems showed no
detectable level of metals.

1B.  FTIR Analysis

The FTIR analysis examined both axial and radial Oxygen and Carbon content in the
ingot.  Again, samples from the top and bottom of the ingots grown in a standard and
EEH were examined.  The samples were chemically polished until a mirror smooth
surface was obtained.  The samples were analyzed using a Bio-Rad QS-300.  The
machine is set up using a float zone silicon slug. The data gathered for interstitial oxygen,
Oi, was correlated to SRM 2551. All data reported for Oi is in ASTM F121-83 units.
Currently there is no SRM for substitutional carbon, Cs. All data reported for Cs is in
ASTM F123-83 units.   The machine was monitored hourly to insure the stability of the
readings.  Each slug was measured at the center point for Oi and Cs.  Figure 1 shows a
table of the data.

The mechanisms for
the introduction of
Oxygen and Carbon
into the ingot are
well documented.vi

During the growth of
the ingot the silicon
melt is in constant
contact with a quartz
crucible. The
resultant reaction
enriches the melt
with Oxygen, which
is incorporated into
the growing crystal.
Similarly, Carbon is
abundant in the
hotzone.  It is the
primary constituent
of the graphite
components that
make up the EEH.

At the high temperatures the machines operate CO and CO2 are readily produced and can
be incorporated in the melt.  However, the largest source of Carbon originates from the
starting polycrystalline materials.  In the growth of solar products, Carbon contents vary
greatly because a great portion of the starting materials are recycled materials and are not
characterized.  As a result, the Carbon content in the ingot can vary.
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A statistical review of the data shows the Carbon distribution in an EEH and Standard
assemblies are similar. The disturbing information is that one sample from the EEH and
one from a standard assembly each tested high in Carbon, > 1 ppma.  While there is not
enough information to determine the cause of the high Carbon content, the initial
amounts of Carbon in the top of the both ingots would indicate a high level of Carbon in
the starting material.  However, the age of hotzones, cleanliness of the grower, and
grower setup may significantly affect the Carbon readings.  For the purposes of this
investigation it suffices to say that the two assemblies performed comparably.

The data shows a significant reduction in the Oxygen content of ingots grown with the
EEH despite operating at 70% lower Argon flow rates.  The stable thermal conditions in
the growth process may result in lower dissolution rates for the crucible.  The data also
shows a pronounced difference in the effective segregation coefficient as a result of the
faster pull speeds and change in interface shape.  Additionally, the radial Oxygen
variation was higher in the top of  EEH ingots but was negligible in the bottom of ingots.

2. Solar Cell Characterization

For the solar cell characterization effort, twenty ingots were selected.  Ten were
grown on the EEH system while the other ten grown in a standard assembly.  Ingots were
of comparable lengths, diameters, starting materials, and grown under normal operating
conditions.  The ingots were sliced into wafers where several wafers from the center
region of each ingot were extracted.  The wafers were scribed and processed into groups
to minimize variations in cell processes.

A one way ANOVA analysis of
the data (Figures 2 - 5) indicates
statistically significant
differences in all of the electrical
characteristics studied, including
Isc, Voc, FF, and Ivr.vii  Of
possible significance is the non-
constant variance of the two
samples.  Essentially, the EEH
grower created more consistent
ingots, as evidenced by the
individual standard deviations
shown in the ANOVA’s.
Figures 6 and 7 graphically
demonstrate the differences
between the two populations.
While the absolute difference in
Isc, Voc, and FF was small, the difference in Ivr is 0.2 Amps.  Therefore, the better Voc
and Isc values for the energy efficient hotzones indicate the growth method is capable of
growing ingots of improved quality for solar cell applications.

One-way Analysis of Variance for Isc

DF SS MS F P
1 0.95205 0.95205 226.91 0.000

Error 846 3.54959 0.00420
Total 847 4.50164

Individual 95% CIs For Mean
Based on Pooled StDev

Level N Mean StDev -+---------+---------+---------+-----
EEH 442 4.5232 0.0410 (-*--)
Std 406 4.4561 0.0833 (-*--)

-+---------+---------+---------+-----
Pooled StDev = 0.0648 4.450 4.475 4.500 4.525

Figure 2.   Comparison of Isc performance in an EEH and standard assembly.

One-way Analysis of Variance for Voc

DF SS MS F P
1 0.0033633 0.0033633 253.12 0.000

Error 846 0.0112412 0.0000133
Total 847 0.0146046

Individual 95% CIs For Mean
Based on Pooled StDev

Level N Mean StDev -----+---------+---------+---------+-
EEH 442 0.59610 0.00141 (-*-)
Std 406 0.59211 0.00506 (-*--)

-----+---------+---------+---------+-
Pooled StDev = 0.00365 0.5925 0.5940 0.5955 0.5970

Figure 3.  Analysis of Voc for cells from EEH and standard assemblies.
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Conclusion

Energy, Argon, and other waste
products have been significantly
reduced using an energy efficient
hotzone.  Benefits in the
Czochralski growth process
include higher productivity, higher
yields, and lower cost silicon
ingot.  Ingot characteristics
showed consistent carbon and
lower oxygen content in the ingots
grown from the EEH.  Solar cells
manufactured from these ingots
demonstrated better performance
on all characteristics measured.
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One-way Analysis of Variance for FF

DF SS MS F P
1 798.47 798.47 154.92 0.000

Error 846 4360.32 5.15
Total 847 5158.79

Individual 95% CIs For Mean
Based on Pooled StDev

Level N Mean StDev --------+---------+---------+--------
EEH 442 75.806 1.931 (--*--)
Std 406 73.864 2.589 (--*--)

--------+---------+---------+--------
Pooled StDev = 2.270 74.20 74.90 75.60

Figure 4.  FF analysis for cells grown in EEH and standard assemblies.
One-way Analysis of Variance for Ivr

DF SS MS F P
1 9.6060 9.6060 399.25 0.000

Error 846 20.3549 0.0241
Total 847 29.9609

Individual 95% CIs For Mean
Based on Pooled StDev

Level N Mean StDev ----------+---------+---------+------
EEH 442 4.2195 0.1289 (-*-)
Std 406 4.0064 0.1793 (-*--)

----------+---------+---------+------
Pooled StDev = 0.1551 4.060 4.130 4.200

Figure 5.  Ivr analysis of ingots grown in EEH and standard hotzone assemblies.

Figure 6.  Isc vs Voc for cells grown in
standard assemblies.

Figure 7.  Isc vs Voc for cells grown in energy
efficient assemblies.
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Chemical State and Stability of Metal Precipitates in Silicon Materials
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ABSTRACT
X-ray absorption spectra are reported for sub-micron iron precipitates in polycrystalline

silicon used for solar cells.  The x-ray absorption near-edge structure (XANES) from the iron
precipitates indicates the chemical state of iron is an oxide or silicate not a silicide or metallic
iron.  The effect of chemical state is discussed in regards to material improvement.

INTRODUCTION
Polycrystalline and single crystalline silicon are the most economically viable material

for terrestrial-based solar cells.  Solar cells made from polycrystalline silicon (polysilicon)
possess a solar conversion efficiency of 13-15% with low fabrication costs as compared to more
expensive, single crystalline silicon solar cells with efficiencies of 17-20%. The lowered
efficiencies in polysilicon cells are due to localized regions of high minority carrier
recombination.  High concentrations of dislocations are generally associated with these regions
of poor performance [1-3].  The dislocations have been shown to be decorated with metal
precipitates [4]. This result agrees with past work on the recombination activity of dislocations
which has shown the dislocation itself does not induce carrier recombination but rather
decoration or precipitation of metal impurities at the dislocation prompts the carrier
recombination [5-8].  Therefore, metal impurity removal, also known as gettering, from the solar
cells would be expected to improve material performance.  Phosphorus in-diffusion, which forms
the front-side n-p junction of a solar cell, and aluminum sintering, which forms the backside
contact, are both known to effectively getter impurities in single crystal silicon used for
integrated circuit applications [9-14].  Indeed, the overall material performance of polysilicon
improves with phosphorus in-diffusion and aluminum sintering [15, 16].  However, the localized
regions with high initial carrier recombination rates do not significantly improve [3, 17, 18],
which inhibits polysilicon solar cells from obtaining efficiencies approaching single crystal
silicon solar cell efficiencies.

The persistency of poor performance regions indicates the metal impurities are not
effectively gettered from these heavily dislocated regions, possibly because of the chemical state
of the metal precipitate.  A precipitate of one chemical state may be significantly more stable
than another due to a difference in the binding energy of a metal atom to the precipitate.  The
work presented here examines the chemical state of metal impurity precipitates in polysilicon
used for solar cells.  Specifically, we have compared the x-ray absorption spectra of iron
precipitates in polysilicon with spectra from known standards of iron silicides, oxides and
silicates using focussed synchrotron-based x-rays. The x-ray absorption near-edge structure
(XANES) provides a fingerprint of the chemical state of the iron atoms.

EXPERIMENTAL
In this work we analyzed boron-doped polysilicon grown by a casting technique with an

oxygen concentration of 2-3x1017 atoms/cm3 and a carbon concentration of 5-6x1017 atoms/cm3

[19].  We have previously studied this material using LBIC and a synchrotron-based x-ray
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fluorescence microprobe (µ-XRF) from which we have correlated low performance regions with
metal impurities [4].  Specifically, we detected precipitates of iron, chromium and nickel
impurities with radii on the order of 10-100nm and a dispersion of hundreds of microns.
Standard lab-based characterization techniques for chemical state identification, such as x-ray
photoelectron spectroscopy, x-ray absorption spectroscopy, Auger electron spectroscopy or
electron energy loss spectroscopy cannot reliably detect nm-scale precipitates with 100µm-scale
dispersion due to either poor sensitivity or a small sampling volume.  Prior to analysis, the
surface of the material was cleaned with a VLSI grade piranha (H2SO4:H2O2) etch and HF dips.
For sample analysis, we first utilized the synchrotron-based µ-XRF beamline 10.3.1 at the
Advanced Light Source, Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory to ascertain the elemental
distributions of metals. Next, we used x-ray absorption spectromicroscopy (µ-XAS) beamline
10.3.2 at the Advanced Light Source, to determine the chemical state.  At both beamlines, x-rays
from a synchrotron source are focussed down to a spot size of 1µm2 using elliptically bent
mirrors. The x-ray spot can be rastered over the sample, allowing for a large sampling volume.
An important aspect of the µ-XAS beamline is the ability to tune the energy of the impinging x-
ray beam with a silicon monochrometer while maintaining beam position. Details of the
beamline are given in [20].  The absorption studies were performed in fluorescence mode using
the Fe Kα signal as a measure of x-ray absorption. Powder standards of FeSi, FeSi2 and Fe2O3 as
well as a Fe foil standard were analyzed with the µ-XAS beamline for comparison of absorption
spectra.  In order to avoid self-absorption and signal saturation, the mean powder size was <
10µm and the Fe foil was 5 µm thick.  XAS detects changes in the excitation of core-level
electrons into empty valence band states.  These valence band states are sensitive to chemical
state changes of the Fe atoms, therefore, XAS is an excellent tool for determination of chemical
state.

RESULTS
An iron, nickel and chromium rich region

of the material was located with the µ-XRF
beamline.  This region was relocated at the µ-XAS
beamline by using slightly etched grain boundaries
on the polysilicon surface as reference marks.  The
XAS of the Fe K absorption edge in the polysilicon
sample is shown in Figure 1, which is the
summation of 19 spectral scans.  Multiple XAS
scans are also shown in Figure 1 for Fe, FeSi and
FeSi2 standards.  Fe silicides would be expected to
form in this material since silicide formation
temperatures are in the same range as crystal
growth temperatures and processing temperatures.
We observe little similarity between the absorption
spectra, indicating the Fe in the polysilicon is not
Fe, FeSi nor FeSi2.  This is unexpected considering the matrix is silicon.

The shift of the absorption edge and the appearance of the pre-edge structure for the
spectra of Fe in the polysilicon suggest the Fe has been elevated to a higher valence state, i.e. the
Fe atoms have relinquished electrons to another element in the compound via ionic bonding.

Figure 1: X-ray absorption spectra from Fe in
polysilicon, FeSi, FeSi2 and metallic Fe.  Note
the disparity in edge position and spectra shape.
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Charge exchange is common for metal oxides and metal silicates.  Additionally, past works have
indicated that Fe may complex with oxygen in silicon, in turn decreasing the formation energy of
oxygen precipitates [21] and oxygen may hinder gettering of metals from silicon [1, 22, 23].

With these possibilities in mind, we analyzed
a standard powder of α-Fe2O3 with the µ-XAS
beamline for comparison to the Fe in the polysilicon.
Results are shown in Figure 2 along with spectra of
Fe3O4 and Fe2SiO4 taken previously by Farrel Lytle.
We observe some similarity between the absorption
spectra of the metal oxides and silicates with the Fe
in polysilicon.  In particular, the pre-edge structure is
remarkably similar between all compounds.
Furthermore, the absorption edge of Fe in polysilicon
falls between α-Fe2O3 and Fe2SiO4 and almost on top
of the edge of Fe3O4.  Considering Fe in α-Fe2O3 is
in a +3 valence state, Fe2SiO4 is in a +2 charge state
and Fe3O4 is a mixed charge state (+2 to +3), the Fe
in polysilicon is a mix of +2 and +3 charge states.  However, the difference in post-edge
absorption spectra between Fe3O4 and the Fe in polysilicon indicates the Fe in polysilicon is not
completely Fe3O4.  From these comparisons, one may suggest the Fe in polysilicon is in a mixed
state of Fe3O4 and α-Fe2O3.  Further studies of standard powders will be performed along with
theoretical calculations to determine the exact chemical state of the Fe in polysilicon.

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
With the iron in an oxide or silicate state, the ability to remove the iron from the material

is greatly hindered by to the high binding energy of iron to oxides and silicates relative to iron
silicides.  Table I lists the standard molar enthalpy and Gibb’s free energy of formation for iron
silicides, oxides and silicates at 298K.  The data has not been corrected for compound formation
within a silicon matrix, however, these
numbers provide a relative indication.
From the data it is seen that
thermodynamic formation energies of
iron oxides and silicate is significantly
higher
than iron silicides, thus, the binding
energy of the iron atom to an oxide or
silicate precipitate is higher than to a
silicide precipitate.  With a higher
binding energy, the solubility of Fe in
the presence of an oxide or silicate
precipitate will be low, compared to the presence of a silicide precipitate.  Since dissolution is a
flux-limited process, this lower solubility decreases the dissolution rate.

Another potential impact from these results is that Fe in an oxide or silicate state may be
more or less recombination active than Fe in a silicide or elemental state.  In this study we did
observe high carrier recombination activity with previous LBIC measurements.  However, the
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Figure 2: X-ray absorption spectra from Fe in
polysilicon, Fe2O3, Fe2SiO4 and Fe3O4.
Note the similarity in absorption structure.

Table I: Enthalpy and Gibb’s free energies of formation for
Fe related compounds.

∆ Hf
o (kJ/mol) ∆ Gf

o  (kJ/mol)

FeSi [24] -39.3 -

FeSi2 [24] -30.6 -

1/2 Fe2O3 [25] -412.1 -371.1

1/3 Fe3O4 [25] -372.8 -338.5

1/2 Fe2SiO4 [25] -740 -689.5
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presence of Ni and Cr does not allow us to draw conclusions on the affect of chemical state on
recombination activity.  Further work in this area should be pursued.

Based on our results we can conclude that Fe in polysilicon solar cells can be in the form
of an oxide or a silicate.  This is contrary to common thought, where a Fe silicide would be
expected to form.  With the state of iron being an oxide or silicate, the rate of impurity removal
is significantly reduced due to a significantly higher binding energy of Fe atoms to oxides or
silicates as compared to silicides.  These results provide insight into poor performance regions in
polycrystalline silicon solar cells.
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Carrier trapping effects in multicrystalline silicon wafers are investigated by measuring the
dependence of their photoconductance on carrier injection level and by fitting a theoretical
model to the data. The main information thus obtained is the density of trapping centres,
which can vary significantly for different cast multicrystalline silicon ingots. Typically, the
density of trapping centers also changes for wafers from different positions within an in-
got, and we have found a correlation between the concentrations of trapping centers and
dislocations in the mc-Si wafers. Additional experiments based on cross-contaminating ul-
tra pure single-crystal silicon wafers with multicrystalline silicon specimens revealed that
some of  the trapping-causing defects are mobile at high temperatures. The density of those
trapping centers in p-type float zone wafers of varying resistivities was found to be linearly
proportional to the background boron concentration, suggesting that the trapping effects
are caused by boron-impurity pairs. Two possible physical origins for the trapping centers
in multicrystalline silicon have hence been identified: crystallographic defects (disloca-
tions) and mobile impurities.

1. Introduction

The measurement of the minority carrier lifetime
of multicrystalline silicon (mc-Si) has been discon-
certing for some time: anomalously high photocon-
ductance values (implying very high apparent life-
times) are frequently observed, particularly at low
carrier densities (see Fig.1). Finding a satisfactory
conceptual explanation for this anomalous photocon-
ductance was an important step forward in the under-
standing of mc-Si. A physical model for carrier trap-
ping effects developed in the mid 50’s1,2 proved to be
capable of explaining very well the experimental
photoconductance of mc-Si at low injection levels3;
the puzzle was solved, at least conceptually. The next
step is to investigate what are the physical origins of
the trapping centers and their practical implications
on device performance

We present here the results of several experiments
aimed at improving the understanding of trapping
centers and learning about their physical origin. A
group of experiments use phosphorus-gettered multi-
crystalline wafers, where the consequences of crys-
tallographic defects should be revealed more clearly.
The second type of experiments involve the transfer-
ring to crystallographically perfect FZ wafers of the
mobile contaminants present in un-gettered mc-Si to
elucidate whether they also produce trapping or not.

All lifetime measurements presented in this paper
were performed using the quasi-steady-state photo-

conductance (QSSPC) technique4. However, any
photoconductance based method, such as transient
photoconductance decay (PCD), would be subject to
the same trapping phenomena explored here5. The
QSSPC data analysis was performed with both
steady-state and transient terms in the determination
of lifetimes, allowing a large range of lifetimes to be
measured6.

Figure 1. Quasi steady-state photoconductance mea-
surements of wafers from the top (6A), near top (6B), centre
(6C) and bottom (6D) of the same mc-Si ingot. The con-
tinuous lines represent the theoretical model.
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2. Trapping in gettered multicrystalline silicon

Figure 1 shows QSSPC data from four mc-Si wa-
fers from different parts of a p-type multicrystalline
solar grade silicon ingot grown by directional solidifi-
cation at Eurosolare, SpA. Wafers labelled 6A, 6B,
6C and 6D come from the top, near top, centre and
bottom of the ingot respectively. The samples were
phosphorus gettered, etched, and then given a light
phosphorus diffusion and oxidation to passivate the
surfaces. The apparent rapid increase in lifetime at
lower injection levels is due to minority carrier trap-
ping.

The theoretical model originally developed by
Hornbeck and Haynes1 is, as Figure 1 shows, capable
of describing the behaviour of a variety of mc-Si
wafers with very different recombination lifetimes
and trap densities over a broad range of carrier
density levels. By fitting the model to the
experimental data, the trap density Nt can be
determined. For example, for wafer 6A the trap
density is Nt =3×1015cm-3 and the true minority carrier
recombination lifetime is 0.7µs. The results in Figure
1 show that the top of the ingot has the largest trap
density and the bottom the lowest.

Figure 2. Dislocation density Nd versus trap density
Nt for phosphorus gettered wafers from different regions of
the same mc-Si ingot. The line of best fit takes the form Nt

= 3.1×1013(Nd)0.29.

As an additional characterization of the mate-
rial, we measured the density of dislocations by
counting etch pits under an electron microscope. The
dislocation density was found to be highest at the top
of the ingot, probably due to high thermal stresses
resulting from rapid cooling at the end of the casting
process. Figure 2 shows a plot of trap density versus
dislocation density for the samples in Figure 1, plus
data from five additional samples from the same in-
got. Figure 2 reveals that a correlation exists between

the densities of trapping centres and dislocations for
this particular mc-Si ingot.

3. Transferring some trapping centers to single
crystal silicon

Mobile impurities in mc-Si can be transferred to
nearby high quality, single crystal, float zone (FZ)
wafers by effusion at high temperature7. Such cross-
contamination produces a reduction in the lifetimes of
the FZ wafers that is proportional to the initial con-
tamination level of the mc-Si wafers. We have re-
cently noticed that these contaminated FZ wafers also
exhibit considerable trapping effects, which is a clear
indication that mobile impurities can also be respon-
sible for the creation of trapping centers.

An important advantage of the cross-
contamination experiments is that they allow the
study of trapping and recombination centers  in a ma-
terial that is practically free of crystallographic de-
fects. They also provide a way of examining the pos-
sible correlation between the background doping and

the trapping effects by contaminating FZ wafers of
different resistivities. This may not be possible with
the mc-Si wafers, which come only in a narrow
dopant density range, and in which a similar crystal
quality cannot be guaranteed.
Figure 3: Inverse apparent lifetime versus average carrier
concentration for 0.3 and 8.0 Ωcm cross-contaminated FZ
Si wafers. The open symbols are experimental data and the
solid lines represent the modelling.  Both curves show the
emitter term dominating at high injection, SRH behaviour at
moderate to low injection, and trapping at the lowest injec-
tion levels.
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total of 60 minutes. The high temperature allows the
effusion of impurities from the mc-Si to the FZ Si
(separated by about 5mm), whilst the diffusion and
oxidation passivate the surfaces for lifetime meas-
urements. After cross-contamination, the trap density
Nt in the FZ wafers was found to be around 100 times
less than in the mc-Si wafers. Consequently we used
mc-Si samples with a high trap density to ensure
measurable trapping effects in the FZ wafers. The mc-
Si samples used in this study were adjacent wafers
taken from the top of a 1 Ωcm p-type cast mc-Si solar
grade ingot. These mc-Si wafers were similar to sam-
ple 6A of Figure 1, although they had not been get-
tered and presented a slightly greater trap density of
around 7×1015cm-3

.
Figure 3 shows lifetime measurements of two such

cross-contaminated FZ samples of 0.3 and 8 Ωcm
resistivity. At higher injection levels the effective
lifetimes reflect the bulk lifetimes, however at around
1×1014cm-3 and 2×1012cm-3 for the 0.3 and 8 Ωcm
samples respectively, trapping effects begin to domi-
nate. The contaminating species are most likely tran-
sition metals such as Fe and Cr (known to exist in
significant amounts in these mc-Si wafers). Their
presence in the FZ material has two effects on life-
time – firstly the introduction of trapping centers and
the associated apparent increase in lifetime at low
injection level; secondly, the introduction of recombi-
nation centres and the resulting Shockley Read Hall
(SRH) dependence of lifetime on injection level8,2.
The presence of the emitter caused by the phosphorus
diffusion in these samples also impacts on the lifetime
at the highest injection levels 9.

As well as experimental data, Fig 3 also shows fit
lines for the trapping model. However, the fitting
procedure is more complex than that used in Fig 1,
where the recombination lifetime τr was assumed
constant. The curves in Fig 3 clearly show an injec-
tion level dependence at carrier densities higher than
the region where traps dominate. This dependence is
caused by the SRH behaviour of the impurities, and
also by the emitter as mentioned above. As a result,
for p-type Si, τr must be modeled by2,8:

where

Here, ∆n is the excess carrier density, NA the
dopant density, n1 and p1 the equilibrium densities of
electrons and holes respectively when the Fermi en-
ergy coincides with the flaw energy, and τn0 and τp0
the capture time constants for electrons and holes2. J0
is the emitter saturation current density, which char-
acterises recombination in the diffused regions
(≈5×10-14Acm-2), and ni and W the intrinsic carrier
concentration and sample thickness respectively.

To obtain an accurate fit to the experimental data
in Fig 3, it was necessary to model τr with two SRH
centers. Having two centers means that there are six
fit parameters for the SRH contribution to τr, resulting
in a large number of possible sets of parameters that
provide reasonable agreement with the experimental
data. As a consequence, it is not possible to uniquely
determine τn0 and τp0 or the energy level of the re-
combination centers. However, for any set of pa-
rameters that provide a good fit, the corresponding
trap density Nt is restricted to a narrow range. Hence
we are in a position to accurately specify Nt, even if
we can infer little about the detailed properties of the
SRH centers.

4. Dependence of the density of trapping centers
on boron concentration

 The trap density was determined for a range of
contaminated FZ wafers of resistivity from 0.3 to
1000 Ωcm.  For the 1000 Ωcm case the trap density
was so small (<1×1011cm-3) as to be unmeasurable.
The results for the other wafers are shown in Fig 4 as
a function of boron concentration in the FZ substrate.
There is a clear linear relationship between these
variables, implying that the traps are related to a bo-
ron-impurity pair. The impurity, or impurities have
clearly come from the mc-Si wafers, and hence must
be highly mobile in silicon at high temperatures in
order to effuse out of them and diffuse into the bulk
of the FZ wafers.

The cross-contamination of FZ wafers with impu-
rities from mc-Si wafers leads to associate some of
the trapping centers present in mc-Si with highly mo-
bile contaminants. In the contaminated p-type FZ
wafers, the density of such trapping centers is linearly
related to the boron concentration, implicating the
formation of boron-impurity pairs. A similar correla-
tion is to be expected for mc-Si wafers with various
boron doping levels.
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Figure 4: Density of trapping centers Nt vs. boron concen-
tration NA for cross-contaminated p-type FZ wafers of dif-
ferent resistivities. The solid line represents the linear fit Nt
= 0.001NA.

5. Discussion

There are two pieces of evidence, on one hand the
trap density in gettered mc-Si wafers is related to the
dislocation density in the material; on the other hand,
it is also correlated to boron-impurity pairs in un-
gettered mc-Si wafers.  The overall effect of trapping
in common, un-gettered mc-Si is logically attributable
to a combination of both causes, although their spe-
cific contributions can vary from sample to sample
and can not be discerned yet. It is also reasonable to
expect that trapping centers related to dislocations
(and possibly other crystallographic defects) dominate
the trapping behaviour of gettered mc-Si. Neverthe-
less, the possible role of residual metal contaminants
cannot be completely ruled out, since they may be
precipitated at dislocation sites and be impervious to
the gettering treatment. In this latter scenario, even if
the dislocations may not be the direct cause of trap-
ping they would still be correlated to it as vehicles for
the anchorage of the impurities.

In conclusion, two possible physical origins for the
trapping centers in multicrystalline silicon have been
identified: crystallographic defects (dislocations) and
boron-impurity pairs produced by mobile contami-
nants. Experimental evidence indicates that the trap-
ping effects per se do not affect detrimentally solar
cell steady-state operation10. It remains to be seen
whether they can be useful for material diagnostic and
optimization of mc-Si growth and processing tech-
niques.

Thanks to Eurosolare SpA for supplying the mc-Si wa-
fers. This work has been supported by the Australian Re-
search Council.
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Appendix

The application of Hornbeck-Haynes model to
quasi-steady-state photoconductance measurements is
summarized by the following expressions.

Charge neutrality demands that ∆p = ∆n + nt,
where nt is the trapped electron concentration. The
excess conductivity ∆σ (due to untrapped carriers) is:

where µn and µp are the electron and hole mobilities,
ge is the photo-generation rate, Nt the density of trap-
ping centers and τt and τg the trapping and escape
times. The effective carrier lifetime τeff is:

Note that, for a given photogeneration rate, the den-
sity of free electrons ∆n remains equal to that when
no traps are present and that the main consequence of
trapping is an increased number of excess holes, re-
sulting in an enhanced photoconductance.
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Contactless Characterization of Fe and Ni Contaminated Silicon Wafers Using
Frequency Resolved Microwave Photoconductance

A. Romanowski1, A. Buczkowski2 and G. Rozgonyi1

1Department of Materials Science & Engineering, NCSU, Raleigh, NC 27695-7916.
2Mitsubishi Silicon America, 1351 Tandem Avenue, N.E., Salem, OR 97303.

Microwave photoconductive decay (µ-PCD) is generally used as a contactless and
non-destructive method to analyze the minority carrier recombination lifetime, the
method can also be used to identify more specific materials properties, such as the
activation energy, capture cross section, and recombination center concentration
[1,2,3,4,5]. Usually the Shockley-Read-Hall model is used for recombination parameter
evaluation from the carrier lifetime and then material parameters are evaluated using the
least-squares algorithm, which, however, provides a non-unique solution. In order to
overcome these limitations the use of additional physical control parameters such as
temperature or injection level have been introduced [6,7,8].

In this paper, an approach based on the frequency resolved photoconductance (FR-
PC) is described which is particularly suitable for operation at low injection levels [9].
Both the temperature and the injection level dependence have been used for parameter
evaluation. The parameters are determined by nonlinear fitting of the experiment
frequency dependent spectra with a model using a single level recombination center. It is
shown that the procedure gives stable parameters determined from quadrature spectra
measured at elevated temperatures 1800C and 2400C. Validity of the method has been
verified for the p-type silicon wafers containing Fe and Ni impurities and compared with
DLTS data. In both Fe and Ni contaminated wafers, only the EV + 0.48eV level, assigned
to iron is detected with concentration 2.25x1012 cm-3 and electron/hole capture cross
sections 9.5x10-15 cm2 and 1.7x10-16 cm2, respectively. The Fe-B pair concentration
measured using DLTS was 4x1012 cm-3 and is about two times lower than value evaluated
from frequency resolved spectra.
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Thin Polycrystalline Silicon Films by HWCVD
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Abstract

Thin polycrystalline silicon films with grain sizes between 10 to 50 nm and having (220)
preferred orientation were deposited from pure silane onto 7059 Corning glass and crystalline
silicon substrates by Hot-Wire Chemical Vapor Deposition (HWCVD). The effect of processing
parameters, such as substrate temperature, silane flowrate and pressure, on the film properties,
crystalline fraction and growth rate was investigated. The crystalline fraction was found to
depend on the gas phase chemistry and substrate temperature at wire temperatures above 1815
oC.

Introduction

The goal of photovoltaic research and development is to reduce the cost per watt of solar
electricity.  Efforts are directed at either reducing the relatively high cost of c-Si wafer-based
modules without sacrificing their performance, or increasing the relatively low performance of
thin film modules without sacrificing their manufacturability over large areas.  These conflicting
themes can be resolved by combining the benefits of c-Si performance and stability in a low-cost
monolithically integrated thin film module using thin Si devices on low cost substrates.  In
theory, thin Si solar cells have the potential to exceed the efficiency of thick Si solar cells due to
reduced volume recombination, providing that excellent light trapping and surface passivation
can be achieved1,2. In practice, thin Si films on a foreign substrate are expected to be
polycrystalline and, thus, controlling bulk, grain, and surface defects is a critical issue in
fabricating thin film Si solar cells.  A key requirement for such devices is a process which yields
thin Si films, ~10 µm thick, on a low cost substrate, and which have a grain size of ~10 µm,
good electronic properties and adequate light trapping.  By combining the advantages of c-Si
with those of thin film technologies, stable 15% efficient modules could be produced from thin
poly-Si in a manufacturable, high rate process on low cost substrates.

However, identifying process conditions leading to high efficiency small area thin poly-Si
devices is not  a sufficient requirement for developing a large area manufacturing technology.  It
is necessary to develop the science and engineering base to translate a laboratory process to
manufacturing equipment.  Effectively accomplishing this requires quantitative knowledge of the
relationship between reactor geometry and processing parameters, on one hand, and the gas
phase reaction chemistry and film growth on the other. The development of thin silicon film
solar cells, thus, presents a significant technical challenge that requires expertise in both thin film
deposition and solar cell fabrication.  To date, thin Si solar cells with efficiencies over 10% have
been made on glass substrates using a CVD process with a Si film thickness of less than 2
microns3.

In this paper, results are presented on the growth of thin Si films deposited by hot wire chemical
vapor deposition, HWCVD, a technique that has the potential to meet manufacturing as well as
solar cell performance requirements.  The relationship between processing parameters and
resulting film properties are discussed with respect to gas phase chemistry.
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Experimental

Thin silicon films were deposited from pure silane  onto 1 in2 7059 corning glass and single-
crystal (100) silicon substrates. The native oxide was not removed from the silicon substrates.
The depositions were carried out in a multi-wire HWCVD reactor which allows uniform
deposition over a  6x6 in.2 area. The wire material was high purity Ta and its temperature was
monitored with a dual-wavelength pyrometer focused onto the wire through a viewport. A
quadrupole mass spectrometer with a resolution of 1 amu and a range of 1-512 amu was used to
measure the concentration of the gas phase species during deposition. This unit also featured a
variable ionization potential which allowed the detection of individual radical species relative to
their parent molecule. The depositions were performed at  wire temperatures between 1815 to
1850 oC and reactor pressures between 25 and 700 mTorr. Independent heating of the substrates
allowed the substrate temperature to be varied from 280 to 480 oC. The silane conversion, i.e.,
the silane utilization efficiency, was calculated from the known inlet silane pressure and the
outlet silane pressure measured by the mass spectrometer. The film growth rate was obtained
both by measuring the film thickness and  the weight gain on the substrates. The silicon film
crystalline fraction was determined from Raman spectroscopy. Measured spectra were
deconvoluted into the characteristic crystalline (520 cm-1) and amorphous (480 cm-1) peaks and
the ratio of their areas  used to compute the ratio of crystalline to amorphous silicon4,5. The films
were also characterized by XRD, to determine the grain size and preferred orientation.

Results and Discussion

For both substrates used, the Si films had grain sizes between 10 to 50 nm and displayed a (220)
preferred orientation. The crystalline fraction varied from 0 to 89 percent depending on the
process conditions. As reported by Dusane et al.6, these results demonstrate that crystalline films
can be deposited from silane without hydrogen dilution. At the wire temperatures used, the
conversion of silane as measured by the mass spectrometer was approximately constant, ranging
from 90 to 99 percent.

Film deposition in HWCVD proceeds through a series of reactions which occur simultaneously
in the gas phase and at the wire and substrate surface. Understanding how this system of
reactions is affected by process parameters is a prerequisite to determining the relationship
between process conditions and film properties. Table 1 lists a proposed set of reactions leading
to Si film formation7,8. Although all silane radicals produced by these reactions are expected to
contribute to film deposition, it has been widely accepted that SiH3, having the lowest sticking
probability9

, promotes ordered or crystalline films. Therefore, the observation that atomic
hydrogen plays an important role in crystalline film formation is reflected in the second reaction
where atomic hydrogen provides the pathway for SiH3 production.

Figure 1 illustrates the effect of silane flowrate at two silane concentrations (pressures). The
increase in growth rate with silane flowrate  is  the  result of  larger amounts of silane  reacting to
form larger amounts of radical precursors.  As the pressure increases,  the concentration of all
radical species increases resulting in a higher growth rate. At the lower concentration, the growth
rate becomes constant at the highest flowrates. This trend is attributed to a significant decrease in
the residence time which leads to a decrease in the silane conversion. At higher pressures, this
effect is balanced by the increase in  concentration.
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Figure 1. Effect of silane flowrate on
                the growth rate.

                Figure 2. Effect of residence time on                           Figure 3. Effect of substrate temperature
                    the crystalline fraction.                                                 on the crystalline fraction.

      In Figure 2, the effect of residence time on the crystalline fraction is shown. The growth rate was
also included for comparison. The residence time is a reactor independent parameter which
represents the average time gas phase species spend in the reactor. It is proportional to the ratio
of the silane pressure to the silane flowrate. The increase in crystallinity with increasing
residence time is related to the sequential nature of the reaction system. Although the above
reactions occur simultaneously, their relative importance and that of their products increases
serially with increasing residence time. For instance, at low residence times, the cracking
reaction is the dominant reaction, and thus, Si(g) is the dominant film precursor. Consequently,
films with low crystalline fraction occur. At higher residence times, the hydrogen abstraction
reaction becomes an important reaction pathway, shifting the radical distribution in the gas phase
to SiH3 and resulting in films with higher crystalline fractions. For a given residence time,
increasing the concentration increases the rates of the disproportionation and polymerization
reactions. Since these reactions form SiH2 and higher silanes, the film crystallinity decreases. As
a result, this requires further increases in the residence time to additionally enhance the cracking
and hydrogen abstraction reaction and SiH3 radical production.

Figure 3 shows the dependence of crystalline fraction on the substrate temperature at two
different conditions of residence time and concentration labeled 1 and 2 in Figure 2. These

Table 1. Reaction system in the deposition of Si
              films from silane.

Silane cracking: SiH4(g) → Si(g) + 4H(g)

Hydrogen abstraction: SiH4(g) + H(g) → SiH3(g) + H2(g)

Disproportionation: 2SiH3(g) → SiH2(g) + SiH4(g)

Polymerization: SiH2(g) + SiH4(g) → higher silanes

Film deposition: SiHx(g) → film + (x/2)H2(g)
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conditions were selected purposely to have starting points of high and low crystallinity,
respectively. The effect of substrate temperature on the crystallinity is related to the mobility of
the various species adsorbing onto the substrate surface. Not surprisingly, of all the silane
radicals, SiH3 is known to have the highest mobility. However, by sufficiently increasing the
substrate temperature, the mobility of other species can be increased to where they also can
participate in crystalline film growth. This is the behavior seen in Figure 3. For condition 1,
where SiH3 is the primary film precursor, highly crystalline films are obtained at low substrate
temperature, and further gains in crystallinity are not achieved by increasing substrate
temperature. However, for condition 2, with low initial crystallinity, there are other species in
significant concentrations taking part in the film growth. Since the average mobility of the
adsorbates is lower, the crystalline fraction decreases. As the substrate temperature increases, the
average mobility of all species increases resulting in improved crystallinity.

Conclusions

Thin polycrystalline silicon films with grain sizes between 10 to 50 nm and (220) preferred
orientation were deposited from pure silane onto glass and crystalline silicon substrates. This
study demonstrates that highly crystalline silicon films can be deposited without hydrogen
dilution. High growth rates can be obtained when high concentrations and flowrates of silane are
used. High crystalline fractions result at high substrate temperatures and at concentrations and
residence times which lead to relatively high concentrations of SiH3 radicals.
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ABSTRACT
The role and interaction of vacancies and dopants in the crystallization of amorphous Si (a-Si) by

solid-phase epitaxy (SPE) was investigated. To this end, we studied: (i) the solid-phase epitaxy rate
measured by time-resolved reflectivity (TRR), (ii) the dopant and carrier concentrations measured by
secondary ion mass spectrometry (SIMS) and spreading resistance (SR) analysis, and (iii) the vacancy
concentration measured by positron annihilation spectroscopy (PAS).  Phosphorus was implanted into a-
Si on Si (001), which was previously amorphized by 29Si+ implantation, to create a nonuniform P doping
profile. Phosphorus doped samples compensated with similar a boron profile were also studied.
Samples were vacuum annealed for various times so that the amorphous-crystal interface was stopped at
various depths providing frozen frames of the SPE process.  These samples were then studied with PAS
to investigate the vacancy population and to identify the impurity-defect complexes.  Using this method,
we have observed a population of phosphorus-vacancy complexes in the epitaxial layer.

INTRODUCTION
Understanding the mechanisms of dopant-enhanced solid-phase Si crystallization is important in

developing an optimum process for low-temperature solid-phase growth of large-grained polycrystalline
silicon (poly-Si) thin films on glass substrates  for future thin film poly-Si photovoltaic applications.  It
is well known that dopants like P and B strongly influence the solid-phase crystallization [1], but despite
extensive study, the mechanism for dopant-enhanced solid-phase epitaxy (SPE) at high doping
concentrations (≥1018/cm3) is not well understood.

Kinetic models for the dopant enhancement of solid-phase crystallization have been proposed
[2].  In these models, both neutral and charged defects (e.g., dangling bonds, vacancies) could contribute
to the amorphous to crystalline silicon conversion.  With the addition of dopants, the Fermi level shifts,
increasing the population of a certain –but as yet unspecified-- charged defect, and thereby enhancing
the growth rate.  However, the SPE rate has not been correlated with direct measurements of the
concentration of any point defects that could enhance the SPE rate.  By using PAS [3] to measure to the
vacancy population at various annealing steps, it was possible to probe the relationship between vacancy
population and doping effects on SPE.

EXPERIMENT
The samples were designed to have a surface a-Si layer atop a c-Si layer to study SPE, with a

doping concentration varying with depth.  We studied P-doped Si, P-doped Si compensated with B, and
undoped Si for comparison.  Float-zone (FZ) Si wafers (<100>, p-doped, 200-300 Ω-cm) were
amorphized by ion implantation of 29Si at L-N2 temperatures.  Two implantations, with energies of 70
keV (dose, 2x1015 at/cm2) and 200 keV (dose, 6x1015 at/cm2), were used to amorphize the surface; 29Si
was used to prevent CO and N2 contamination during implantation.  Cross-sectional TEM analysis
showed that the amorphized layer thickness was 346 nm.  After the amorphization step, the P-doped
samples were implanted with P at an energy of 200 keV, and with a dose of 1.3x1014 at/cm2; (peak
concentration, 7x1018 at/cm3).  The compensated samples were implanted with both P (above
specifications) and B at an energy of 72 keV and with a dose of 1.2x1014 at/cm2 (peak concentration,
7x1018 at/cm3).  TRIM simulations predicted that the peak of the doping profile would occurred
approximately at a depth of 300 nm, so the a-Si/c-Si interface would encounter a decreasing doping
concentration as crystal growth proceeded.
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Figure 1.  Spreading resistance (SR) and SIMS data for the fully crystallized (a) P-doped sample
and (b) P&B-doped sample, annealed at 600°C.
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The samples were vacuum annealed (~10-6Torr) on a hot stage at 600°C, and growth was
monitored by TRR, using a diode laser (λ=670 nm). The movement of the a-Si/c-Si interface could be
monitored via oscillations in reflectivity as the reflections from the surface and the moving interface
constructively and destructively interfered. The interface was stopped at different depths, each depth
corresponding to a different doping concentration. These samples were analyzed with positron
annihilation spectroscopy (PAS) to study vacancy population and to probe the vacancy-impurity
complexes. Fully regrown samples were analyzed with SIMS and spreading resistance to determine the
total doping and carrier concentration profiles.

In PAS, incident positrons bombard the sample, thermalize and annihilate with electrons in the
sample to produce two gamma rays with energies near 511 keV, which corresponds to the rest mass of
an electron.  Annihilating electrons with nonzero momentum will shift the gamma ray energies away
from 511 keV, so annihilations from valence electrons, which have low momentum, produce gamma
rays with little shift from the peak at 511 keV. The primary parameter extracted from the energy
distribution of the annihilation gamma radiation is the S parameter, which is the ratio of the counts
centered at the peak maximum to the whole peak.  The S parameter reflects the number of annihilations
from valence electrons, which is the most probable annihilation case for positrons in an open volume
defect. The S parameter data normalized to FZ Si wafers gives the ratio of open volume defects present
in the sample versus clean Si. Using two synchronized detectors, the momentum of the annihilated
electron can be resolved.  By taking the ratio of the S parameter vs. momentum data for different
samples, characteristic peaks are seen, since core electrons of different elements have different
momentum.  The location of these peaks can be predicted by theory calculations, though amplitude can
vary by a factor of two [4, 5].

RESULTS
From the TRR data from fully recrystallized samples, the velocity versus interface depth

information was calculated.  The P-doped sample had the fastest growth rate, and the compensated
sample showed some enhancement. A gradual retardation of the growth rate was observed in all the
samples, as well as an additional growth retardation at the surface.  The interface velocity slowed from
0.17 nm/s, 0.47 nm/s, and 0.29 nm/s for undoped, P-doped, and P&B-doped Si respectively, to 0.05
nm/s, 0.13 nm/s, and 0.06 nm/s at the surface.

Figure 1 shows the SIMS and SR measurements made on fully recrystallized P-doped and P&B-
doped samples. The peak concentration of p and n type carriers coincide in the P-doped Si case,
suggesting that the P implant was fully activated.  In the P&B-doped sample, the carrier concentration is
2 orders of magnitude less than the dopant profile of P, but not to intrinsic levels, which suggests that
the B was not fully activated. This is consistent with the enhancement in the growth rate for the P&B-
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doped samples, as compared to the undoped sample.  End of range damage from ion implantation can be
seen as a drop off of the carrier concentration. We see elevated O concentration at the surface, which
correspond well with TRIM simulations of recoil implanted O from a native oxide layer of 20 nm, by
implantation of 29Si with the same doses and energies used to amorphize our samples. This elevated
concentration of O could be the cause of the retardation of growth at the surface; concentrations of O at
0.5 at % have been observed to retard Si SPE growth by a factor of 0.1 at 550°C [1].

From the positron annihilation spectroscopy data (see Figure 2), several observations can be
made. The general reduction of the normalized S (SN) parameter after the initial anneal implies that
some of the defects were annealed out. In the P-doped samples, the shoulder of the curve, seen
advancing toward the surface with each anneal, has a shallower slope, possibly due to an increased
trapping of positrons, from an increase of negatively charged vacancies from phosphorus-vacancy
complexes (P-v), which have been observed in a-Si [6]. The SN parameter also dipped below one at the
surface of all fully crystallized samples, suggesting a contribution from impurities. This is consistent
with the recoil implanted O at the surface forming vacancy-oxygen (v-O) complexes [7]. The P-doped
sample has a more prominent dip at the surface, which is attributed to an additional phosphorus related
effect, though the mechanism is not understood.

The two detector measurements (see Figure 3) show a peak in both the P-doped and P&B-doped
samples that corresponds to a P atom in the vacancy neighbor shell, as seen in theoretical calculations.
This signal suggests that there are P atoms next to vacancies, and that there are more P-v complexes than
would be formed by random distribution of P atoms and vacancies. The P-doped sample has a larger
signal than the P&B-doped sample, which is not yet understood [5].

CONCLUSIONS
The interface velocity versus depth was calculated, and a slow retardation was observed for all

samples, as well as an additional retardation  at the surface, which could be due to recoil-implanted
oxygen, which is seen in the SIMS data.  The phosphorus was fully activated, but the boron was not, as
seen by comparing the spreading resistance and SIMS data. TEM images show that the interface
roughness is approximately 10 nm, and there are dislocations extending from the end of range damage.
The PAS data suggests that there are O-v complexes in all samples, P-v complexes in the P-doped
samples, and vacancy clusters in the end of range region. Further work using positron lifetime
measurements and depth profiles will be done to identify the type of open volume defects we have, and
to correlate the defect profile with the velocity and dopant concentration data.
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Figure 2. Positron annihilation spectroscopy (PAS) data for undoped, P-doped, and P&B-
doped silicon samples.  The different curves for each sample include an as-implanted sample
(interface at 346 nm), annealing steps with the interface at depths given, a fully crystallized
sample, and a fully crystallized sample with an additional 800°C anneal, to anneal out defects
in the end-of-range damage region from the ion implantation.
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ABSTRACT

A review of efforts underway to explore low temperature polycrystalline silicon
thin film growth for solar cell applications is presented.  The technique of hot-wire
chemical vapor deposition is used, which has produced films with 200-300 Å grain sizes
at deposition rates of 2 Å/s.  A simplified type of Monte Carlo model is used for making
predictions of species concentrations and other pertinent experimental parameters.

INTRODUCTION

The deposition of silicon thin films such as amorphous silicon (a-Si) and
polycrystalline silicon (p-Si) at low temperatures has been described as one of the most
important technological requirements in the photovoltaics industry [1].  In particular, the
technique of hot-wire chemical vapor deposition (HWCVD) has received notice for its
ability to create hydrogenated amorphous silicon (a-Si:H) films more stable under light
than those created by other techniques.  Consequently, such films would be suitable for
application in stable a-Si:H solar cells [2].  Given that such films have been shown to be
of device quality and low hydrogen content, with growth rates in excess of 5 Å/sec, there
exists a possibility for implementing this process industrially [3].  HWCVD is also of
interest for growth of polycrystalline Si films at low temperatures for polycrystalline thin
film Si photovoltaics.

EXPERIMENT

Figure 1 is a schematic of the HWCVD chamber used in our study.  A heated 0.25
mm tungsten wire is used to decompose silane (1% SiH4 diluted in He), introduced
through the gas inlet, into its constituent Si and H atoms; hydrogen is also added when
certain deposition conditions are desired.  Around this wire region is a shroud made of
tantalum that is designed to limit the extent of silicon deposition in other regions of the
chamber.  Opposite the wire is either a substrate with a resistive substrate heater (for
deposition of film samples) or a deposition monitor (for growth/etch rate measurements)
at a distance of 0.5 to 4 cm (L).  When neither of these two components are installed, a
quadrupole mass spectrometer is used for detecting and measuring the gas phase species
involved in film deposition.  The chamber is also equipped with a reflection high energy
electron diffraction (RHEED) gun, used in-situ for determining the crystallographic
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structure of the deposited films.  Post-growth analysis was performed using transmission
electron microscopy (TEM).

SIMULATION

Another component of this work involves the use of a numerical model for the
HWCVD process.  Specifically, a Direct Simulation Monte Carlo (DSMC) code
developed by Bird [4] was modified to include gas-phase chemistry and model gas-phase
transport through the ballistic to diffusive regimes.  The DSMC technique uses
simulation particles, representing groups of molecules, that collide and react with one
another to produce collision and reactions rates that are statistically correct.  The
simulated HWCVD reactor consists of a long wire enclosed by a concentric cylinder
substrate; neglecting end effects, mean gas properties are only radially dependent.  The
reactor is partitioned into annular cells, with the number, identity, momentum, and energy

Figure 1:  Schematic of HWCVD chamber and associated components

of particles residing in these cells being averaged over many samples to determine these
mean gas properties.
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RESULTS

Figure 2 shows results obtained with the deposition monitor (a quartz crystal
oscillator).  The deposition rate was examined under conditions of 100 mTorr SiH4/He
(1% SiH4), with and without 20 mTorr of H2, as a function of wire-oscillator distance.
The deposition rate appears to have an approximate L-1.4 dependence.  The flux of growth
species should be proportional to the growth rate, suggesting an L-1 dependence in the
absence of any molecule collisions for this reactor geometry (approximately cylindrical
with the shroud in place).  The stronger dependence is attributed to collisions of atomic Si
incident from the wire with He; the calculated mean free path for a Si-He collision is less
than L, while that for a Si-SiH4 collision is much larger than L, due to the small amount
of SiH4 initially present and the depletion that takes place at the wire.

Figure 2:  Results obtained with the use of the deposition monitor (quartz crystal oscillator)

Figure 3 shows plan-view and cross-sectional transmission electron microscopy
(TEM) images of a film deposited at a substrate temperature of 300°C for 100 mTorr
SiH4/He (1% SiH4) onto a Si (001) surface.  The resulting film was approximately 3500
Å thick, with columnar grains of approximately 200-300 Å and an average deposition
rate of 2 Å/sec.  Of note in the cross-sectional image is the initial amorphous layer
(bottom).  This result is likely due to deposition onto a native SiO2 surface that had not
been completely etched away in the hydrofluoric acid solution used in sample
preparation.
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Questions have long been raised as to the nature of the cracking reaction of SiH4

on the surface of the tungsten wire. It has been believed that SiH4 decomposes into SiH2

or SiH3.  Under both low and high pressure conditions, SiH3 was thus implicated as an
important growth species [5].  To confirm the suspicion, however, that SiH4 instead
decomposes into bare Si and H atoms, measurements were made using the quadrupole
mass spectrometer.  A peak corresponding to Si was observed (after subtraction of the
background nitrogen, also of mass 28 amu), as was a slight H peak (peaks corresponding
to H agglomerates H2

+ or H3
+ were not seen, and were thought to be unlikely).  These

results were taken as indicative of the complete dissociation of SiH4 on the wire.
Although mean free path calculations indicated that Si-SiH4

 collisions were unlikely to
have occurred and produced Si2Hx species (x=0-6), the mass range spanning these species
was examined.  The mass spectra expectedly indicated the absence of any such species.

Figure 3:  Plan-view (left) and cross-sectional (right) transmission electron micrograph (TEM) images of Si
on Si (001).

Although work remains in extending the DSMC model to two-dimensional
geometry, the model does reveal some interesting trends.  In Figure 4, species profiles are
provided under conditions of 300 mTorr total pressure for a 1% SiH4 in He mixture.
Figure 4 indicates that SiH4 is only slightly depleted under these conditions
(approximately 4%), Si atom concentrations decrease precipitously in moving away from
the wire, SiH3 is in low abundance (0.1% of SiH4) and Si2H2 and Si2H6 appear to be in
significant quantities near the location of the substrate.  Under these conditions, it would
appear that Si2H2 is a possible film precursor.  In the lowest energy state of this molecule
(hydrogen in bond centered positions), the reactivity should be much less than that of
atomic Si [6], a requisite property for high quality films.  To model this low reactivity,

100 nm
100 nm
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Si2H2 is assumed to require a dangling on the surface to react, and is assigned a reaction
probability of 0.03 (a somewhat arbitrary value which should regarded as uncertain for
the present time).

CONCLUSIONS

We have initiated a research program to make quantitative measurements of
deposition kinetics in the HWCVD process.  The dependence of growth rate on wire to
substrate distance is consistent with expectation for linear wire geometry with gas phase
collisions.  Hydrogen dilution leads to a similar functional dependence with decreased
growth rate, consistent with concurrent Si deposition and etching.  A continuation of this
work will be the measurement of etching rates by atomic hydrogen for different
deposition conditions.  If hydrogen is initially added to the silane mixture during

Figure 4:  Species profiles obtained from the DSMC simulation under conditions of 300 mTorr total
pressure for a 1% SiH4 in He mixture

deposition, the resulting film is expected to have a higher degree of crystallinity than
films deposited with the silane mixture alone (possibility due to etching of amorphous
silicon).  Consequently, we expect lower etching rates for such deposition conditions,
given the lower rate of etching of crystalline compared to amorphous silicon.  Deposition
rates achieved thus far were approximately 2 Å/s, a limitation primarily due to the use of
diluted silane, which is used for safety reasons.  It is anticipated that future work will
make use of pure silane and consequently allow for higher deposition rates than observed
thus far.  Mass spectrometry data indicate that silane cracks into its constituent Si and H
atoms on the wire, and that in the regime of pressure of the present experiments, little gas
phase chemistry occurs, as evidenced by the absence of any Si2Hx species.  Finally, the
DSMC model indicates that Si2H2 may be an important growth species under particular
conditions.  As mentioned, work remains in extending the model to two dimensions,
obtaining more realistic reaction probabilities and mechanisms, and coupling the model
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to a Monte Carlo model of film growth, as opposed to the present use of reactive sticking
probabilities.
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Gettering of p-type Silicon Using Ti Thin Film

A. Romanowski and G. Rozgonyi

Department of Materials Science & Engineering,
NCSU, Raleigh, NC 27695-7916.

Metallic impurities in silicon introduce g-r centers within the bandgap.
Eliminating and controlling these centers is a fundamental task of semiconductor
technology. Cost effective external gettering for PV technology includes Al backside
external gettering whose effectiveness depends on impurity diffusion length, time and
treatment temperature. The objective of this work is to develop a gettering strategy using
a thin metal film deposited on the top side of the wafer. For this purpose titanium has
been selected, since oxidized Ti also functions as an antireflective coating. A standard Ar
plasma sputtering system was used with N2 added for near surface nitridation in order to
change the surface condition during the deposition. Three getter thin films- Ti, Al/Ti
stack, and Ti/Al alloy of thickness 60 nm were deposited. The efficiency of the gettering
procedure has been monitored using µ-PCD, DLTS and SEM-EBIC and compared with
standard Al external getter. To obtain more specific understanding of the Ti gettering
process, p-type CZ silicon wafers with resistivity of 14-25 Ωcm were intentionally
contaminated with Ni and Fe impurities. A low (5000C/300 min) and a moderately high
(7000C/150min) annealing temperature were used in a N2 atmosphere. The lifetime data
were used to optimize the temperature and plasma conditions. The DLTS measurement
were carried out for the "best" samples. The lifetime degraded from ~30 µs to below 5 µs
for both Fe and Ni contaminated wafers. The Fe-B pair concentration was 3x1013 cm-3 or
1012 cm-3 on the front surface for Fe and Ni wafers, respectively.

In high temperature gettering (7000C), lifetime improvement was observed for Ti
and Ti+Al stack film getters, for both Ar and Ar/N2 plasma conditions. The Fe-B pair
concentrations measured using DLTS was equal to 4x1010 cm-3 and about 1010 cm-3 for
Fe and Ni contaminated wafers. The lifetime data was comparable to the lifetime data for
Al external getter, where an Fe-B concentration of 3x1010 cm-3 has been found for both
Fe and Ni contaminated wafers. Low temperature gettering (500 0C) reveals a similar
efficiency for Ti and Ti+Al stack film getters as for standard Al films, with Fe-B
concentrations of 2x1011 cm-3 and 1011 cm-3 measured for Fe and Ni, respectively, while
for Al getter the measured concentrations were 8x1011 cm-3 and 3x1011 cm-3.

Microscopic analysis has revealed large microcrystalline on the film surfaces of
the Ti/Al stack. It is worth noting that adding N2 gas into the plasma results in a color
change of the Ti film that can have an impact on the reflection coefficient of the film
layer and creates a TiNSi compound. As a result, after etching with a CP-4 solution the
wafer surface was smoother than the surface treated with Ar plasma only. The surface
roughness and patterns for Ar or Ar/N2 plasma treatment have been monitored by both
the SE and SEM-EBIC images. In conclusion we note that Ti thin film gettering is more
efficient than Al for both low and elevated temperatures and Ar/N2 plasma is
recommended for depositing thin Ti film using magnetron sputtering system.
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ABSTRACT

     This paper discusses the critical dependence of the open-circuit voltage  (VOC) of crystalline
Si solar cells on the emitter and base doping levels.  Contrary to conventional models that try to
ascribe VOC-limitations to (independent) bulk and surface recombination losses, we suggest, as
the dominant mechanism, the formation of a compensated "buffer layer" that is formed as
phosphorus is diffused into the p-type (boron-doped) base.  The only purpose of the base
doping is to optimize the buffer layer.  Our calculations show that this model makes the
achievement of high VOC and good carrier collection (JSC, FF) interdependent.  Sanyo's 'HIT'
solar cells are an example of a different method to implement this buffer layer concept for
crystalline Si solar cells. The general principle for a VOC-enhancing buffer layer relies on using
materials with high lifetimes and low carrier mobilities that are capable of reducing surface or
junction recombination by reducing the flow of carriers into this loss-pathway.

INTRODUCTION

   The optimization of diffusion-processed crystalline Si solar cells faces the dilemma that the
base-doping has to be limited to levels corresponding to resistivities greater a few tenths Ωcm
[1].  On the other hand, for cells using a single diffusion phosphorus diffusion step, the doping
level of  the emitter has to be higher than required for optimum device performance in order to
assure ohmic contacts to the screen-printed metal contact grids used on the cells.  It is hard, but,
within limits, possible, to reconcile this behavior using established solar cell models [2].  Such
analyses  (have to!) account for the improvements of VOC with increased base doping in terms
of reduced dark saturation currents (recombination) in the base.  This conclusion is in conflict
with the observation  that excessive base-doping decreases carrier collection (JSC and/or FF)
[1], i.e., appears to enhance recombination in the base.  This discrepancy, we suggest, can only
be overcome if one is willing  to us to question the validity of the prevailing  recombination-
loss based solar cell models.

In a previous paper [3], we have suggested that it is in principle possible to enhance VOC by
inserting a "resistive," low carrier mobility buffer layer near the junction.  We also reviewed a
number of cell preparation schemes where we believed that this concept had been experimentally
realized.  The use of  resistive layers is often thought to be undesirable because they introduce
series resistance losses into the solar cell. However, we argued that a carefully optimized limited
additional series resistance can be tolerated and allows maximizing cell performance.  This has
essentially the effect of shifting the current-voltage [logI(V)] dependence "to the right" along the
voltage axis, while traditional thinking always looks for improvement by shifting logI(V) down to
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lower current values.  The behavior suggested by us is indeed experimentally observed [1,2,
and many other examples in ref. 4].  It is of interest to note that frequently a shift of logI(V) to
the right, i.e., to higher voltage values, is accompanied by a decrease in the steepness of the
logI(V) dependence, also reported in Refs. 1 and 2.  Traditional considerations would suggest
that such flattening of the logI(V) dependence would also indicate lower device performance
(increase in diode quality factor corresponding to increased recombination losses).  However,
many examples have been reviewed in Ref. 4 suggesting that a correlation between a diode
quality factor and solar cell performance cannot be substantiated experimentally.

PROPOSED MECHANISM

For the investigation of the potential benefit of buffer layers seen as separating the high
recombination regions of contacts from the base or absorber layer, we used an analytically
solvable method for the determination of "best cases," and thus show the maximum achievable
beneficial effects. The approach is based upon:

 - Determination/estimation of best case VOC  in ideal diffusion diodes as an upper limit of
VOC behavior in non-ideal (real) diodes.

 - Calculation of local minority carrier concentration m(x) (in 0≤ x ≤d) in a homogeneous
(Fig. 1a) as well as in an inhomogeneous absorber (Fig. 1b) via 1-dimensional steady-
state continuity equation (exclusively diffusion currents) under exp(-αx) generation
with boundary conditions at x=0 and x=d resulting from surface recombination with
velocities So=S(x=0), and Sd=S(x=d) as a function of layer parameters.

       Fig 1a: Schematic of "solar cell" Fig 1b: Schematic of "solar cell"
used for calculation.  with a buffer layer of thickness ∆

 - The resulting local minority-carrier distribution reads:

mi(x) = Ai exp[x/Lm,i] + B exp [-x/Lm,i] + [(goτi)/(1-(αLm,i)2)] exp (-αx) (1)

(with Ai, Bi being dependent in a complex manner on Lm,i, τi, α, So, Sd, ∆, and d;
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the solution αL=1 is excluded for reasons of numerical instability; i=1,2, with i=1 for
0≤x≤∆ and i=2 for ∆<x≤d).

 - The translation of local minority excess carrier densities mphot(x) into the
chemical potential and thus the maximum open-circuit voltage VOC is performed via
Boltzmann- approximation and the assumption that photogenerated majorities Mphot are
small compared with their thermal equilibrium concentration Mo:

µ(x) = kT ln[(mo+mphot)(Mo+Mphot)/moMo]  ≈  kT ln[(mo+mphot)/mo] (2)

where µ(x) is an ambiguous and monotonous function of m(x).

In Ref. 3 we showed that the introduction of an absorber layers with decreased µ and
unaffected τ increases the minority-carrier concentration m(x) continuously with decreasing
mobility, or increasing buffer thickness ∆, which means displacing the surface region (at x=0)
with its high recombination rate (in terms of diffusion lengths) as far as possible from the
junction x(mmax). Formally, this  can be achieved by Lm->0 (except with x(mmax)-> ∞).  The
introduction of buffer layers with unaffected L and decreased τ (i.e., a defect layer) results in an
optimum position for maximum excess-carrier density and maximum chemical potential as
well.  However, such a layer  has a tendency to also decrease m(x) near the junction making it a
less desirable candidate in comparison with a layer having a reduced carrier mobility.

   The operation of solar cells at maximum power point (mpp) conditions requires the extraction
of nearly the entire ISC at nearly VOC, which means that the amount of "internally" created
(photo- induced) chemical potential ∆µtransp. necessary for the transport of minorities to the
contacts has to be minimized; because of the introduction of low-mobility buffer layers at
current densities according to mpp, some of the internal chemical potential has to be consumed
for transport. Our calculations − which due to the large number of parameters have been
numerically run only for a limited number of different variables − show that using a buffer
layer with reduced mobility the balance of the benefit in VOC equals or is smaller than the
losses at mpp.

    From an experimental device optimization point, this type of buffer layer leads to a regime in
which JSC and fill factor are "traded" for VOC, that is a common observation in  many types of
cells, and, as an interesting side observation, not necessarily sensitive to the VOC-, JSC-, or
efficiency levels of the cell, suggesting that this mechanism is operable whether or not cells are
optimized as much as possible.  We suggest that the formation of a low-mobility compensated
buffer layer that automatically forms in diffusion processed Si would be responsible for this
mechanism.  If the VOC- enhancing buffer layer can be produced by other means, for example,
in "HIT" solar cells manufactured by Sanyo [5], the doping requirements for the cell base
become much relaxed.  Indeed, Sanyo is using n-type wafers to produce the HIT cells. Sanyo
has highlighted the improved temperature coefficients that give HIT cells an additional
advantage over diffused Si cells, without being able to explain what would be the cause for this
behavior.  We suggest that the temperature  dependence of buffer layer properties, not bulk Si
wafer properties as is conventionally assumed, will account for this difference.
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Phenomena observed in other types of Si solar cells can also be explained by our postulation that the
presence of a low-mobility buffer layer is required to obtain high VOC-values.  A classical example
are MIS solar cells.  Conventional explanations suggest that the major benefit comes from a
passivation effect of the Schottky barrier interface by the oxide layer.  The dilemma with this
explanation is that it is well known that one or two mono-layers of a suitable thermal oxide provides
near perfect passivation of the silicon surface.  On the other hand, in order to improve VOC of an MIS
cell (in comparison to VOC-values obtainable in a Schottky barrier device) the oxide has to been
grown so thick as to almost impede electric transport through it (sometimes referred to approaching
the "tunneling limit").  Another example are the "firing through silicon nitride" cells [6]. The dilemma
in understanding the benefits of this process is that while one would expect the benefits to come from
surface passivation, cell analyses suggest that bulk passivation may be the most responsible
mechanism. We suggest to consider the nitride layer as part of the buffer, and suggest that the
physical presence of this layer, rather than a bulk passivation resulting from the application of this
layer, will be required in order to enhance VOC.

The latter schemes are similar to the technique of using transparent conductor (TCO) bilayers
for contacting CuInSe2- and CdTe-based thin-film solar cells. A TCO bilayer with the resistive
surface allows thinning and even elimination of the CdS heterojunction emitter layer without a
loss of VOC [7,8]. It is of interest to note that for both CuInSe2- and CdTe-based solar cells the
best results for cells with very thin or no CdS layers are achieved when the resistivity of the
resistive TCO layers is about 104 Ωcm [7,8]; typically these layers are a few tens of nanometers
thick. It is also of interest to note that the benefit s of the buffer layer could not be broken down
systematically into surface and bulk recombination losses [7]. We postulate that traditional loss
analyses of Si solar cells (modeling analyses separating surface and bulk losses) would not hold up to
systematic investigations (experimental changes causing changes only in either surface or bulk
losses), but are merely two-parameter fits without physical relevance to account for the overall losses.
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Abstract
The effectiveness of manufacturable gettering and passivation technologies is investigated for their
ability to improve the quality of a promising Si PV material.  The results of this study indicate that a
lifetime enhancement of 30 µs is found when a backside screen-printed aluminum layer and a thin film
of PECVD SiN are simultaneously annealed in a lamp-heated beltline furnace.  The application of the
investigated gettering and passivation treatments has resulted in solar cell efficiencies as high as 14.9%
(confirmed by SNL) when a spike firing contact anneal profile is implemented to preserve the defect
passivation.  A PC1D device simulation indicates that cell efficiencies approaching 16% can be
achieved if these gettering and passivation treatments are employed, the substrate thickness is reduced,
and a high quality surface passivation scheme is applied.

Introduction
While large area high efficiency silicon solar cells have been developed using high quality silicon
substrates and long process sequences, the remaining challenge for silicon photovoltaics is to reduce
the cost of module fabrication while
maintaining an efficiency level that can reduce
module cost by a factor of 2-4.  An obvious
approach towards reducing the cost of silicon
photovoltaic modules is to reduce the cost of
the silicon substrate, which accounts for ~
45% of the current module cost.  The PC1D
simulation of the effect of bulk lifetime and
back surface recombination velocity (BSRV)
in Fig. 1 shows that high efficiency solar cells
can be fabricated by using relatively low-
quality, but thin substrates (~100 µm) if high
quality surface passivation treatments are
applied.  The String Ribbon silicon growth
process can reduce the cost of substrate
growth because substrates are grown directly
without wafering [1].  Another advantage of
String Ribbon silicon is that it can be grown to a thickness as low as 5 µm, resulting in further material
and cost savings [2].  While the growth of String Ribbon silicon makes it an attractive material for
low-cost silicon photovoltaics, the as-grown minority carrier lifetime in the material is low, typically 1-
10 µs.  The results of the simulation in Fig.1 clearly illustrate that a lifetime of 1-5 µs is not suitable for
high efficiency (>15%) solar cells, and there is only a small impact of back surface passivation.
However, the simulation indicates that the cell efficiency will increase sharply up to 20 µs.  For bulk
lifetimes greater than 20 µs, improvements in the BSRV are more important than further bulk lifetime

Figure 1 PC1D simulation of the effect of ττ and
BSRV on efficiency of String Ribbon Si solar cells
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improvements in increasing the device efficiency. Therefore, the overall objective of this research is to
improve the bulk lifetime in String Ribbon silicon and apply a high quality, manufacturable rear
surface passivation treatment to achieve high efficiency solar cells.  The immediate goal is to
understand and develop gettering and passivation techniques that improve the minority carrier lifetime
in the material without significantly raising the cost.  In this study, the effectiveness of industrially
viable gettering and passivation technologies, namely phosphorus gettering using a liquid phosphorus
spin-on dopant, aluminum gettering using screen-printed aluminum paste, and PECVD SiN
hydrogenation, will be investigated. The associated heat treatments are all performed in a lamp-heated,
continuous beltline furnace.  In addition, the effectiveness of sequential and simultaneous
combinations of the gettering and passivation treatments were investigated. To monitor the
effectiveness of each technology, minority carrier lifetime measurements are made using the recently
developed quasi-steady state photoconductance technique (QSSPC) [3].

Experiment
Substrates for this experiment were grown by Evergreen Solar, Waltham, MA and doped to 3 Ω-cm, p-
type with a thickness of 330 µm.  Thick substrates were used in this experiment to avoid breakage of
material during the rough cleaning and etching steps for lifetime measurements and cell fabrication.
Substrates were cleaned using a modified RCA sequence and acid etched before initial lifetime
measurement.  Lifetime measurements were made with samples immersed in an I2/methanol solution
that has been shown to effectively passivate silicon surfaces [4].  Lifetime values were recorded at an
injection level of 1 x 1015 cm-3 to avoid recording erroneously high recombination lifetimes at lower
injection level caused by shallow traps [5].  Four lifetime measurements were made on each ~4 in2

sample and the results averaged to characterize the entire substrate.  After the initial lifetime
measurement, substrates were again cleaned and subjected to one or a combination of the following
gettering or passivation treatments.
Phosphorus Gettering Treatment
A commercially available phosphorus spin-on dopant film was applied to the front surface of selected
substrates.  Substrates were annealed at a set-point temperature of 925°C for 6 minutes to obtain the
target sheet resistance of 45 Ω/sq, which is desirable for screen-printed solar cells.  After diffusion, the
phos-glass was etched in dilute HF and substrates were again cleaned in the modified RCA clean
sequence.  Multiple samples were processed and the n+ layer was removed from one sample before the
post-process lifetime measurement.
PECVD SiN Induced Hydrogen Passivation
PECVD SiN was deposited on selected samples using a direct, parallel plate PECVD deposition
chamber operating at 13.56 MHz and a temperature of 300°C.  Films deposited had a thickness of 860
Å and a refractive index of 1.94.  PECVD SiN was deposited on both surfaces of the substrates unless
an aluminum layer was to be screen-printed on the back surface of a substrate. In the latter case the
substrate was not annealed after deposition, but was subjected to the aluminum gettering treatment.
All other substrates were then annealed to drive hydrogen from the film.  Anneals were performed for
two minutes at set-point temperatures in the range of 650°C – 850°C and the films were removed using
a dilute HF solution for subsequent lifetime measurement.
Al Gettering Treatment
A thick film of aluminum was applied to the back surface of selected substrates by screen-printing a
commercially available aluminum paste.  Substrates were then annealed for two minutes at a set-point
temperature of 850°C. The Al layer and underlying Al p+-doped layer were then removed.
Prior to the post-process lifetime measurement, all substrates were cleaned by the modified RCA clean
sequence.
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Results and Discussion
Fig. 2 shows that there is some variability in the as-grown lifetime of various samples.  Therefore the
average of the lifetime measurements on four different regions of each sample, measured before and
after the desired treatment, and the relative change are shown in Fig. 2. Phosphorus gettering, PECVD
SiN hydrogenation, and aluminum gettering were each moderately effective in improving the bulk
lifetime, but were unable to improve the
measured lifetime to over 20 µs, previously
identified as the targeted lifetime.  The
combination of phosphorus gettering and
PECVD SiN hydrogenation at 850°C
improved the lifetime by 7 µs, which is
nearly equal to the sum of the enhancement
provided by individual phosphorus gettering
and hydrogenation treatments.  A similar
additive effect is observed in the
combination of phosphorus and aluminum
gettering in which the lifetime improved by
over 11 µs.  Still the 20 µs threshold was not
exceeded by any of the above combinations.
In contrast, a noteworthy average lifetime of
over 38 µs, an improvement of over 30 µs,
was observed when the PECVD SiN hydrogenation treatment and aluminum gettering treatment were
combined in one heat treatment at 850°C for 2 minutes.  This improvement in lifetime is far greater
than the sum of the 850°C hydrogenation and aluminum treatments alone suggesting that there may be
a positive synergistic interaction between the
hydrogenation from the front surface and the
aluminum alloying process simultaneously
occurring at the back surface of the substrate at
850°C.  Other investigators have noted an
interaction between forming gas hydrogenation
and backside Al alloying in EFG silicon [6].  A
proposed mechanism [7] that describes the
interaction of hydrogenation and aluminum
gettering involves the enhanced dissociation of
molecular hydrogen in the presence of silicon
vacancies. A vacancy in a silicon lattice is
believed to aid in the dissociation of molecular
hydrogen into a fast diffusing hydrogen-vacancy
pair and atomic hydrogen.  The fast diffusing
hydrogen-vacancy pair may be more effective in
diffusing to and passivating bulk defects far from
the front surface.  While the data in Fig. 2 indicate
that the PECVD hydrogenation treatment at 850°C without aluminum was only moderately effective,
Fig. 3 indicates that some defect passivation in String Ribbon silicon can be obtained without
aluminum or phosphorus treatments at lower temperatures. However, defect passivation from the
anneal of PECVD SiN films without prior aluminum treatments has not been observed in certain
materials [8].  A maximum relative improvement of over 100% was found in String Ribbon silicon at
725°C for the 2 minute anneal.  At temperatures between 600°C and 725°C, the relative improvement
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is greater than 50%.  For anneal temperatures in the range of 750°C-850°C, the relative improvement
drops to near 30%.  The dramatic decrease in the effectiveness of hydrogen passivation above 750°C
shown in Fig. 3 may be due to the instability of
hydrogen at defect sites in the silicon lattice at
high temperatures.  Hydrogen is known to diffuse
out of silicon above 500°C during prolonged
anneals [9]. This is in contrast to the situation
illustrated in Fig. 2 in which aluminum alloying
and hydrogenation are performed simultaneously
at 850°C and a significant lifetime enhancement of
about 400% is found. One plausible explanation
for this result is that the aluminum-silicon alloying
process increases the concentration of vacancies
and thus the increasing number of H-V pairs. At
high temperatures, even if the ability of hydrogen
to stick to defect sites decreases, we are able to
obtain significant passivation because the
passivation may be proportional to the product of
a hydrogen-defect site sticking coefficient and the
concentration of H-V pairs. To further investigate the thermal stability of the defect gettering and
passivation from the phosphorus gettering and simultaneous aluminum and PECVD SiN treatment, we
fabricated 4-cm2, n+-p-p+ solar cells on 3 Ω-cm String Ribbon substrates.  After the above gettering
and hydrogenation treatments, which also form the emitter, BSF, and AR-coating, two screen-printed
contact anneal furnace profiles were investigated for defect passivation preservation: i) slow firing - in
which the peak temperature in the three-zone beltline furnace was 700°C with a peak zone dwell time
of 30 seconds and ii) spike firing performed at Evergreen Solar – in which the peak temperature was
increased while the dwell time was reduced.  Preliminary cell results shown in Table 1 illustrate that
that there is a significant improvement in cell Voc and Jsc that is attributed to the preservation of defect
passivation during spike firing.  The long wavelength IQE of devices shown in Fig. 4 also suggest that
spike fired cells have a higher effective diffusion length than slow fired cells.  This study has resulted
in a noteworthy cell efficiency of 14.9% (confirmed by Sandia National Labs) on String Ribbon silicon
using industrially viable device fabrication technologies.  Our preliminary data indicates that the
enhancement in solar cell performance due spike firing is dependent on the effectiveness of the
impurity gettering techniques applied or the as-grown quality of the String Ribbon material.  For very
low quality materials, the improvement in cell performance due to spike firing is not as pronounced.

Process Jsc

(mA/cm2)
Voc

(mV) FF Eff
(%)

Average 31.2 582 0.736 13.7
Spike Firing

High 32.5 595 0.770 14.9
Average 30.6 566 0.603 10.5

Slow Firing
High 31.0 565 0.688 12.0

Table 1 Summary of IV characteristics of spike and slow fired solar cells

Conclusions
The results of the QSSPC lifetime measurements indicate that the industrially viable gettering and
passivation treatments investigated in this study are effective in improving the bulk quality of String
Ribbon silicon substrates.  A PC1D simulation indicates that the lifetime improvement of 30 µs
achieved in this study should be sufficient for the fabrication of low-cost, high efficiency String
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Ribbon solar cells.  The results of this study indicate that the effect of the sequential combination of
phosphorus gettering with aluminum gettering or PECVD SiN hydrogenation is additive, i.e. nearly
equal to the sum of the individual phosphorus and aluminum or hydrogenation treatments.  However,
the effect of simultaneous aluminum alloying and hydrogenation at 850°C appears to be synergistic,
i.e. much greater than the sum of the improvements associated with the individual aluminum and
hydrogenation treatments at 850°C.  Such an interaction between high temperature hydrogenation and
aluminum alloying may be due to the formation and high diffusivity of a vacancy-hydrogen pair which
can more easily reach defect sites deep in the bulk of the material.  In this process, aluminum alloying
provides the source of vacancies and PECVD SiN provides the hydrogen.  It has also been found that a
2 minute post-deposition anneal of a PECVD SiN film alone can significantly improve the bulk
lifetime without prior phosphorus or aluminum treatments if the anneal set-point temperature is below
750°C.  This data, along with that reported in the literature [10], suggests that hydrogenation from the
post-deposition anneal PECVD SiN films can be preserved at low temperatures, or at high
temperatures if the anneal time is reduced. These results were used to optimize the solar cell process
sequence in which an 850°C/2 min heat treatment was used for BSF formation, Al gettering, and
hydrogenation and was followed by a high temperature, short firing of contacts to preserve that
hydrogenation.  A spike-firing contact anneal furnace profile was found to be more effective than a
slow firing profile in preserving the defect passivation from the simultaneous annealing of Al and
PECVD SiN resulting in solar cell efficiencies as high as 14.9 % on String Ribbon silicon.  The PC1D
simulation indicates that the combination of a bulk lifetime of over 30 µs and a device rear SRV of less
than 300 cm/s can result in cell efficiencies approaching 16% using 100 µm thick String Ribbon
silicon.
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